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The evaluation of the effectiveness of_ the Library Skills Leanling
Package as a means of teaching basic lib rary skills to students enrolled
in Speech Communication 1)10 at F.aste:rn Illinois University is the
purpose of this study. _ - Th� Library Skills Learning Package is a printed
self-contained, �nstru�tional program consisting of explanations and
procedures for use of ·specific resources and exercises which _require
the student to use

a

source in order to answer the questions.

The evaluation takes two forms&
(2) performance measurement.
Hypothesis #ls

(1) attitude measurement and

Two null hypotheses are tested.

Students displ�ed no significant attitudes or opinions,

pro or con, toward the effectiveness of the Library Skills Learm�
.Pa.ckatSe·

Hypothesis #2:

There is no significant difference in the

scores obtained by the students on the pretest and posttest, indicating
that the Libra.zy Skills Learning Packa.ge does not achieve its stated
objectives and is, therefore, not an effective method of teaching basic
librar,y skills.
Student attitudes toward the inst:ruction are measured b y means of
a questionnaire, completed anonymously, at the conclusion of instruction.
The questionnaire surveys student opinion on the content and effectiveness
of the learning pa.c�e

and

solicits

any

additional comments the student

wishes to include.
Pretests and posttests measure student knowledge of basic lib rary
skills before and after instruction.

In

order to make the evaluation

more objective, the pre and posttest scores are subjected to statistical
analysis using the "t" test of means for related samples.
In
toward

regard to the questionnaire used to assess student attitudes

this method of instruction, the number of positive responses

indicates that the majority of students completing the instruction do
feel that the learning package is an effective means of learning basic
library skills.
Findings of the. study pertaining to performance measurement,
indicate a sign?-ficant improvement in posttest scores of students
completing the learning package.·
Based on results of the student survey and analysis of statistical
.

.

.

data the following recomme�dations are mad.es

(1)

continue the Libra;y

Skills Learni;ng Package as the means of teaching b�sic library skills to
· h Communication
students enrolled in Speec

1)10; (2)

add additional

versions of all exercises to alleviate the problem of numbers of students
needing the same· sources at the same time;

(J)

review respon&es to

pretest and posttest questions to determine which information presented
in the learning package should be eliminated, emphasized or revised;
.

(4)

.

validate the pretest and posttest so they m� be used as the basic

kage; (5)

fo:rm of evaluation for the Library Skills Learning Pac

conduct

follow up studies to ascertain student retention and subsequent use of
information included in the learning package, and what effect,
instructor attitude has on the effectiveness of the program.

if any,
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Chapter I
The Problem
Introduction
The author initia�d a li�rary in struction program in some sections
of Speech Communi�tion �JlO, at Eastern Illinois University in the
Spring semester,·

1978.

This instructional prog:r:am consists of a three

unit leanling package which the s tudents must complete in order to meet
the requirements of .t he course.
The rationale of this program is threefold1

First, to reach the

student who would not elect to take a library orientation or library

/

use course; secondly, to acquaint the stuient early in his her academic
care er

.....

with the variety of library resources, tools, and s earch techniques

in his use of the library; a.rd thirdly,

which will make him selt-sufficient

to give the student a basic foundation of library skills on which he InCcy'
build an expertise in search strategies peculiar to his chosen discipline.
"Need" motivates most students,

so the learning package introduces

the various library resources and services to the student at a time when
library use is fundamental to adequate completion of the requirements of
Speech Communication lJlO.
The library instruction is course related in that it introduces
students to materials which

are

useful in fulfilling the research
•

requirements of this particular course.

Course related instruction

also includes the concept of gradation and it is hoped that this initial
instruction in Speech Communication lJlO will serve

as

a foundation on

which to build additional levels of instruction, not only for Speech
Communications, but for other disciplines as well.
The Library Skills Learning Package is made available to any
instructor of Speech Communication

1)10 who elects to use it.

It has

2
llow been in use for four semesters,

reaching ap proximately

)25

students

each semester.
This is a new program and,

thus,

modifications and revisions are

necessary if its objectives are to be realized.
program of instruction has been initiated.

An evaluation of the

This evaluation fonns the

basis of the present study.

Background of the Study
Considerable research has been or is currently being conducted
relative to the various methods of library instruction.
abounds with plans,

methods,

at all academic levels.

The literature

and :reasons for library instruction programs

A survey of this literature indicates that

there are many excellent programs and ideas available for adaptation
and use,

but,

as yet no single method stands out as the definitive

answer to the ever present question "How can we reach the greatest number
of students at a time in their academic careers when library instruction
will be most meaningful and useful to their present and future
information gathering needs?"
Four points were considered in choosing a method of library
instruction:

1)

The instruction must be structured to suit local needs with

consideration being given to the university,
students.

2)

the instructors,

and the

•

Instruction should be given at a point of need,

a time when library

skills will be most beneficial to the student.

J)

Effective library instruction should contain some activity which

requires actual use of the library.
response,

These exercises should require a

not to the material on how to use the library,

but to usirs

J
1
�he library itself.

4)

An incentive

( grades,

etc.

)

is necessary to assure adequate

completion of the instructional units.
The present method of instruction,
points,

in keeping with these four

was chosen for use in Speech Communication

1)10.

Speech

Communication 1)10 is a required course reaching a large percentage of
first year students.

Course instructors generally consider library

research to be an important part of student development, therefore it
is

an

ideal course for the integration of instruction in basic library

skills.
The material covered in the course is extensive and instructors
are unwilling to relinquish class time for library instruction.

Thus a

method had to be devised to accomplish this instruction without
regularly scheduled meetif\!Ss,

a method by which students could work

on their own time.
It is not enough to merely tell a student about a sJX3cific resource
and how to use itt

The student must actually use the source himself for

learning t o take place.

It is also important tha.t the student have

guidance materials to refer to while working with a source, and that
this information be useful at a later date when further research is
required.
The Library Skills Learning Package was developed in keeping with
these objectives.

The goal of the package is to identify arrl introduce
•

basic resources,

rather than make expert researchers of the students.

The leaniing package is a modified form of self-instruction.
package consists of three self contained instructional units.
1

a

The

There

Thomas Kirk, "Problems in Instruction in Four Ye r Colleges" in
Educating the Library User, ed. John Lubans, Jr.
�ew York: Bowker, 197'�).
p.

98.

(1

4

-is a brief introduction stating the purpose and objectives of the
pack�e and resource persons who may be consulted for assistance, as
well as the time requirements and procedure:s for completing the package.
Explanations and procedures,
discussed,

are

as well as location maps of resources

provided with each unit.

Exercises,

which require the

student to actually use the resource in order to answer the questions,
included in each unit.

If a student encounters difficulty he may ask

for assistance at any time.

Staff members are instructed not to give

the student answers to the exercise questions,
in finding the answer.

are

but to assist the student

There are five different versions of exercises

for each unit to discour�e copying.

Viore versions are planned when

time pennits.
Exercises from· each unit of the package are removed and returned to
the librarian for grading.

The student is encouraged to keep the text

of the package for future reference.

The exercises

are

librarian in accordance with the instructor's wishes.

graded by the
Grades are then

recorded and sent to the instructor to be incorporated into the final
grades for the course.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of the
Library Skills Learning Packag� used in Speech Communication lJlO.
The evaluation takes two forms:

1)

Attitude measurement, which i s an assessment of student attitudes

with regard to course conte�t, instructional material and teaching method.
Students,

on completion of the Learning Package,

anonymously,

were asked to complete,

a questionnaire dealing with the above mentioned aspects

of the program.

•

5
·

2)

Performance measurement, which is an assessment of student knowledge

of basic library skills before and after the completion of the learning
package.

Pretests and posttests are used to evaluate the effectiveness

of the instruction.

The questions on the tests are directly related to

the stated objectives of the learning package.

Each student's pretest

score is matched with his posttest score to determine how much, i f
any , his/her library skills iMproved a s a result of the learning package.
Student attitude assessment of the program via questionnaire
coupled with perfo:rmance assessment through pretesting and posttesting
should yield a reliable overall evaluation of instruction.

Hypotheses to be tested
The following null hypotheses in relation to the two forms of
evaluation,

the student questionnaire and the pretest and posttest, will

be tested.
Hypotheses number one:
Students displayed no significant attitudes or opinions,

pro or

con, toward the effectiveness of the Libra:rx Skills Learni!1£> Pacl<O:.�·
Hypotheses number twos
There is no significant difference in the scores obtained by the
students on the pretest and posttest,

indicating the Library Skills

Learning Package does not ac�ieve its stated objectives and is,
not

an

effective method of teaching basic library skills.

therefore,

6
Definition

of Terms

Library orientation - an initial encounter with the physical layout and
services available in a library.
Library instruction - infonnation given in some detail concerning
specific resources,

thus helping the student develop library skills

/

which will aid him her in present and future research needs.
Bibliographic instruction - this term is often used synonymously with
the term library instruction.

Of late,

library instruction has

become the more popular term.
Library skills - the use of libra:cy resources and search techniques
which will make the student self sufficient in his use of the library.
Course related instruction - library instruction that is incorporated
into a regular academic course which requires assignments that
should motivate students to use reference sources.
Learning package - a printed self-contained instructional unit containing
explanations of sources,

procedures for using the sources and

exercises which require the student to actually use the material
in order to answer the questions.

7
Chapter II
Review of the Literature
Library Instruction: Programs and Methods
Library orientation and library instruction are not new concepts.
A survey of the earliest library literature provides reports of the

concern of the librarian for helping the user acquire the skills
necessary for efficient use of the library.
Attitudes and objectives of libraries concerning library instruction
have changed along with the entire educational scene.

Today, learning to

effectively use specific resources of the library is not enough; the
student should also acquire search techniques which will serve as a
basic foundation on which he may build an expertise in search strategies
peculiar to his chosen discipline,

thus preparing him for lifelong learning.

This concept of library instruction,
academic libraries,
decade.

especiaJ.ly in relation to

has been d:ravtlng considerable attention in the last

Many methods of library instruction are presently being used,

researched and evaluated.

To quote Buxton, "We presently know of no

one method of instruction which i s best for all situations,
students, or all subject matter, or for all instructors.

or all

111

The above statement summarizes much of the current thought in
relation to library instruction.
reference librarian,

Library instruction,

given by a

on a one-to-one basis is definitely an effective,

although unrealistic teaching method, since there

are

not enough

librarians available to accommodate the number 0£ students in need of
instruction.

Therefore, library instruction must adapt to the realities

of reaching a vast nwnber of students in the most effective,

York:

1claud E. Buxton, _9olle5e Teaching:
Harcourt, Brace and Comp�ny,

1936),

A

economical

Psycholcg i st ' s View.
p. 363.

(;�ew

8

·way.

Colleges and universities in the United States and Europe have

experimented with course related instruction, point-of-use programs and
separate library courses as means of effectively reaching large numbers
of students.

Various teaching strategies within these methods have

been utilized such

as

the traditional lecture, multimedia presentations,

television, programmed instruction, computer assisted instruction, and
learning modules.

Charles Crossley points outs

teach need to be as varied

as

"The means by which we

the means by which anyone teaches

• • •

we

should look for the best methods for our peculiar circumstances."2
Course related or integrated library instruction is one method which
has evidently met with lasting success.

Entire programs of library

instruction at the college/university level, such as the program at
Earlham CollegeJ, have been built around this concept.

The instruction

is integrated into the course work of those courses requiring lib rary
research and is most effective when offered at a time when an assignment
requiring library research is emminent.

The students, at this time,

see the need for the instruction and it is directed toward what is
important to them - good grades on the assignments.

This concept also

allows instruction to be offered at increasingly sophisticated levels,
thus advancing the student's proficiency in library skills.
The attitudes <l:Ild practices of the administration and instructors
are crucial to any program of library instruction.

Course related

instruction offers an excellent opportunity for faculty interest to
influence students.

The faculty constitutes the greatest motivating

2charles Crossley, "Education in Literature and Library Use,"
Library World 71 (May 1970): J45.
)James R. Kennedy, "Integrated Library Instruction," Library
Journal 9.5(April 1970)-: 1450-1453.

9
·factor in library instruction programs and their attitudes toward
library us�e are reflected in the attitudes of their students.4
This type of instruction provides an excellent opportunity for faculty
and libraria�s to work together in achieving an effective program which
relates library assignments to course objectives.

As Palmer wrotea

"The faculty provides the need-motivation and standards for quality
sources, and the library faculty provides, by any possible means, a
knowledge of the best ways to find the quality sources."5
As previously stated, various means or teaching strategies are used
to provide instruction to students.

Although librarians are generally

convinced that instruction is best received by students at a time of
need, they are still seeking ways to present this instruction to large
numbers of students with a minimum of expense and use of library staff
time.
Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) as presented at the University
of Denver Libraries is an accepted means of providing individual
instruction to any number of students.

CAI is well r�ceived by the

students and some statistics have been gathered attesting to the
success of these programs. 6
According to the Melum survey, almost every library surveyed uses
4verna Melum Beardsley, "Library Instruction in Colleees and
in Educating the Library
universities in the seventies:
a viewpoint."
User, ed.

John Lubans, Jr. (New York:

Bowker, 197 ), p.
4

113.

5r.a.. llicent C. Palmer, "Why Academic Library Instruction?" in
Pierian Press, 1972),
l,ibrary Orientation, ed.
Sul H. Lee (Ann Arbor:

p.?.

8

6Patricia Culkin, "CAI in Library Use," Drexel Libr-c.ry quarterly

(July

1972): 301.

10
-some form of the traditional lecture in its library instruction program.

7

Although this method does foster interaction between librarian and
students, it does not provide effective hands-on use of the sources
being discussed.
Garner reports that many successful audio/visual programs emanated
from the Hodel Library Program of Project Intrex at Nassachusetts
Institute of Technology.8

These audio/visual presentations provide

point-of-use instruction for specific sources.

Garner further states

that this program has resulted in the realization that these point-ofuse presentations, although convenient and instructive, are by no means
the only approach that can or should be utilized in library instruction.

9

Printed instructional materials in the form of self-paced workbooks,
guides and programmed instruction have taken a prominent place in
library instruction programs.

This method conceivably combines the

advantages of point-of-need instruction and effective hands-on experience
in the use of various bibliographic tools.

Viiriam Dudley reports on the

use of the Workbook in Library Skills - A Self-Directed Course in the Use
of UCLA's College Library.
on experiences and

as

desired by students.

This highly effective program provides hands

much librarian/student contact as needed or
The success of the program is substantiated by

the fact that it has been widely adapted for use in other libraries.10
7verna V. Melum, "19 1 Survey of Library Orientation and Instruction
7
Programs," Drexel Library Quarterly 7 (October 1971): 225-253.
8Jeffrey J. Garner, "Point-of-Use Library Instruction," Drexel
Library Quarterll 8 (July 1972): 282.
9

Ibid., p. 284.

l
Ol·liriam Dudley, "The State of Library credit courses and the State
of the Use of Lib:i_-ary Skills Workbooks" in Library_ Instruction in the
Seventies: State of the Art, ed. Hannelore B. Rader (Ann Arbor:
Pierian Press, 1977), p. 82-84.

11
Renford, using a self-paced workbook to reach 8,000 beginning college
students in a period of 2 years, reports that in her estimation this
is one of the only ways to reach large numbers of students with
minimal staff

and

time.11

Scott Duvall formulated a self-study guide

for the use of periodical indexes and conducted a study to compare it
with the traditional lecture method of instruction.

Results indicated

that both forms of instruction are effective in teaching the use of
in
. dexes. 12 Phillips and Raup, undertaking a similar study using a
booklet of progr-d.Tr.med instruction, report similar conclusions; that this
form of progrrunmed instruction is a satisfactory alternative to the
1J
routine introductory lecture.
Library Instruction:

An Evaluation

Just as librarians agree unanimously on the necessity of library
instruction, they also agree that evaluation is a necessary, in fact,
an integral part of any library instruction program.

Fjallbrant

points out that whatever method is used to educate the library user,
careful evaluation must be carried out in order to study the effects of
the instruction and provide information for educational decision maJ{ing.

14

11Beverly L. Renford, "A Self-paced Workbook Program for Eeginning
College students," Journal of Academic LibrarianshiJ? /� (September, 1978):
200.
12scott H. Duvall, Lib�r:y: Instruction: Two Teachiijg Methods,
(Arlington, Virginia: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 112 898,
1975): p. 28.
1:\inda L. Phillips and E. Ann Raup, "Comparing Methods of Te�ching
Use of Periodical Indexes," Journal of Academic Librarianship 4
(Januaxy, 1979): 421.
14
r�ancy F jallbrant, "Teaching Methods for the :=:ducation of the
Library Cs�r," Libri 26 (December 1976): 266.

12
There has been a rapid proliferation of literature having to do
with the development and implementation of library instruction programs
but there is little existing literature on the evaluation of these
instructional programs.
prevailing lite:rature.

According to Brewer, three trends exist in the
First, the literature tends to concentrate on

library orientation programs instead of more advanced levels of
instruction; second, emphasis is placed on multimedia presentations;
third, comparative studies dealing with the assessment of different

5
forms of instruction seem to predominate.1

Characteristic of these

three types of studies could be Delong's evaluation of a college
6
freshman library orientation program,1
Duvall's comparison of the selfstudy packet and traditional lecture methods of teaching the use of

7
indexes,1 and Kuo's comparison of six different versions of library

instruction as applied to similar classes of students.18
Cronbach very simply defines evaluation as "the collection and use
of information to make decisions about an educational pro�ram.1119
Herbert Goldhor is more specific in his appraisal of the evaluation
process.
Evaluation is one of the important steps in the administrative
process.
In brief, it consists of the comparison of
performance with objectives of the agency, in order to
determine (a) whether there has been any change in

5
1 J. G. Brewer and P. J. Hills, "Evaluation of reader instruction."
Libri 26 (Harch 1976) : 56- 57.
1�dward James Delong.
An Evaluation report of the Richmond College
Fresh.man Library Instruction Program. {Arlington, Virginia:
ERIC
Document Reproduction Service, ED
56 :J+7, 1978) .
1
l7
Duvall, Library Instruction:
Two Teaching i·:ethods.
18Frank

F.

Instruction."

Kuo, "A Comparison of Six Versions of Science L;_br2,:cy
College and Research Libraries
(July 1973): 287-?.90.

J4

l9
L. J. Cronbach, "Evaluation for course i;:1prove:-.ent," Ti:::tch0rs

Coll�e Record

64 ( 963): 672.
1

13
performance for a given time period, (b) if so whether
the change is in the desired direction, and (cJ� if so, to
what extent.20
Evaluation, as seen by Lancaster, can be either subjective
(conducted by gathering opinions via questionnaires or interviews)
or objective (the measurement of success in quantitative terms); or a
combination of the two.21
When evaluation is contemplated, the choice of methodology is
critical and depends upon the particular circumstances in each case and
must be determined in relation to the purpose for which evaluation is
22
being undertaken.
Librarians, teaching the use of the library, often rely on
subjective evaluation methods to evaluate the success of an instructional
program.

Observations, questionnaires, and verbal feedback fi.·om faculty

and student� are methods often employed. 23

These methods are useful

in ascertaining student and faculty attitudes and feelings about a
specific program or instructional session.

These attitudes are important,

but other methods must also be employed to measure student proficiency
and whether learning has occured and to what extent.
Testing programs are one means available to librarians to measure
student proficiency.

Very few standardized tests are available that

20

Herbert Goldhor, Preface to The Heasurement and Evaluation of
Library Services by F. W. Lancaster {Washington, D.C., Information
Resources Press, 1977), p. vii.
21Frederick W. Lancaster, The Measurement and Evaluation of
Library
Services. (Washington, D.C., Information Resources Press, 1977), p. 1.
22Brewer, "Evaluation of Reader Instruction," p. 57.
23reter Hernon, "Library Lectures and their r:valuation:
Journal of Academic LibrarianshiE 1 (July 1975): 16.

A Survey,"
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are designed to measure the ability of adults to use the libra:ry.24
The Peabody Libra;ry Information Test, developed by Shores and Moore,25
the Bennett Use of the Library Test,26 developed by Alma Bennett and
A Library Orientation Test for College Freshmen,27 developed by
Ethel Feagley are three prominent tests in the field of librarianship.
All three tests have been used extensively and nwnerous reviews are
available, some highly recommending a specific test, while others
cond emn 1•t 28
•

The University of Wisconsin-Parkside uses a library skills t est to
evaluate leari1ing after students in the American language classes
complete a library instruction workbook. 29 'fhis test was internally
developed by the librarians and validation of the Library Skills Test
is planned so that it can be used as the basic method of evaluation for
the American Language library instruction program.JO
other universities such as Pennsylvania State Universit;31 and
24Ralph Perkins, The Pros ective Teacher's Knowle e of Lib
Fundamentals, (New York: Scarecrow Press, 19 5 : p.
25Louis Shores and Joseph T. Moore, Peabody Library Information Test,
(Minneapolis: Educational Test Bureau, 1940).
26Alma Bennett and H. E. Schrammel, Bennett Use of the Library Test
(Emporia: Bureau of Educational Measurement, Kansas State Teachers
College, 1947).
27Ethel 11. Feagley ani others, A Library O rientation Test for College
Freshmen. (New Yorki Colwnbia University, 1962).
28 Perkins, Prospective Teacher's Knowleage, p. 49.

29universities Libraries. Biblio ra hie Instruction Program,
Hisconsin University-Parkside. Arlington, Virginia: ERIC Document
Reproduction Service, ED 126 937, 197 6), p. 44.
JOibid. , p. 45.
31stuart GloGoff, "Using Statistical Tests to Evaluate Library
Inst::-:uction Sessions," Journal of Academic Librarianship 4 (January
1979): 4)8.
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State University of New York,32 due to the lack of standardized tests,
are devising library skills tests to evaluate their library instruction
programs.
The degree of accuracy and reliability of these tests is questionable,
due to the lack of validation, and care must be taken in making
generalizations based on given results.

However,

the results of these

tests when applied to specific programs and submitted to statistical
analysis can be a valuable source of infonnation.
Pre and posttest scores may be used to evaluate the effectiveness

of leanling, as diagnostic tools to determine the need for instruction
and as a means to detennine which basic library skills need to be taught.
Analysis of student pretest scores yields valuable information b y which
librarians may improve instruction.

Individual scores, class mean, the

standard deviation, and item-by-item analysis showing the distribution
of choices and the percent of correct answers for each item enable the
libraric::.n to determine which basic library skills need to be taught.32
A comparison of pretest and posttest scores may also be useful i n
indicating weak or inappropriate items included in the instruction.J3
A recent study using this type of procedure was conducted at the
University of Arizona by Phipps and Dickstein.J4
Statistical tests may be applied to the data collected though the
JZpeter Olevnik, A Media Assisted Library Instruction Orientation
Program Report.
(Arlington, Virginia:
ERIC Document Reproduction
Service, ED 1 4 1 8, 1976).
J
3
32Glogoff, "Using statistical tests," p. 4 8.
3
JJibid.
J4Shelley Phipps and Ruth Dickstein, "The Library Skills Program at
Testing, Evaluation, and Critique," Journal
the University of Arizona:
of Academic Librarianship 5 (Sept. 1979): 205-214.
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use of pre and posttests, thus making the evaluation process more
objective. According to Glogoff, three statistical tests have been
most useful.

First, the "t" confidence interval measures the change

from pretest to posttest; second, the analysis of variance determines
the effect of samples on some common factor; arrl third, the chi square
test provides the opportunity

to

analyze the library instruction in

terms of the characteristics of the students by determining if there
is a significant relationship between variables.35
These statistical tests and others can be of value in the evaluation
of library instruction progTaJlls when used in conjunction with subjective
methods thus giving the librarian objectivity as well as insight into
the affective effects of the instruction.
35clogoff, "Using statistical tests," p. 441.
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Chapter

III

Methodoloe;Y
The Library Skills Learning Package was integrated into twelve
sections of Speech Communication 1)10 in the Fall Semester,

The

1979.

instructors of these sections agreed to take part in the evaluation.
A total of

328

students were enrolled in these sections.

Grading schedules

were set up with the individual instructors prior to the start o f the
program.

Arrangements for the administration of the pretest and posttest

were finalized.

The study used an experimental pretest-posttest

situation instead of a control group.
units of the learning package

as

Students not completing the th�e

�

well as the pretest and posttest were

eliminated from the study in the interest of accuracy.
Attitude measurement
A questionnaire

(Appendix

A ) was included in the last unit of the

Library Skills Learning Package.
the questionnaire, anonymously,

The students were asked to complete
and place it in a box in the Self-

Study l·iaterials Center of the library.
students responded.

One hundred eighty seven

(57%)

The short questionnaire includes questions on the

content and effectiveness of the learning package and solicits any
additional coJiUTlents the student wishes to include.

Perfo:rmance measurement
A pretest

(Appendix B)

and a posttest

(Appendix c)

based on the stated objectives of the learning package.

were constructed
These tests were

designed by the author since no existing tests adequately �eet the
specific needs of this instruction.
library skills tests,

The author reviewed several existing

the Peabody LibraEY Infon:iation Test,

;:, ores, Peabody Library Jnfor�ation Test.
L.h

1

the Bennett
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·use of the Libra!Y Test,2 the Feagley's Libra;Q' Orientation Test for
College Freshmen,3 and the University of Wisconsin-Parkside, Library
Skills Test,4 thus the tests developed incorporate questions similar to
those found in the above mentioned tests.

It was decided that a

multiple choice test is most appropriate to measure change in student
knowledge of basic library skills in the pre and posttest situation.
The same number of questions was included on the pre and posttest.
Different examples of specific sources and the order of answer choices was
changed on the posttest.

Care was given to the structure of questions to

eliminate the possibility of one question giving the answer to another.5
The pre and posttests each consist of thirty-two questions divided
into seven sections, each section dealing with a particular skill.
seven sections include:

The

the card catalog, the use of the Subject Heading

List in finding alternative subjects, basic reference tools, periodical
indexes, newspaper indexes and microfonns, research strategy including
bibliographic c·ita tions, and information sources peculiar to Booth Library.
Since the majority of students enrolled in Speech Communication 1310 are
freshmen, it is assumed that they possess minimal library skills.
The pretest was administered in twelve sections of Speech Communication
1310, a total of 309 (94%) students took the test .

Faculty members

relinquished about twenty minutes of class time for students to complete
the test.

Students recorded their answers on machine readable answer

2Eennett, Bennett Use of the Library Test.
3
Feagley,

A

Library Orientation Test for College Freshnen.

4universities Libraries, Bibliogra ph ic Instruction Pro�ram.,
Hisconsin Universiti-Parkside, pp. 47-59.
5Advice on te$t design and construction was sought and e;racicvsly
given by the Cooroinator, Eastern Illir,ois University Testing Center,
July, 1979.
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·sheets,

which were later scored by the Testing Center.

Students, after completing the pretest ,
of the learning package.

were given the first unit

The package was completed according to the

instructions included i n Un:lt I .

I t was recommended that students

complete one unit of the package each week--a total of three weeks.
Due to differences in schedul ing by individual instructors, students
required approximately five weeks t o complete the three units of the
package .
Posttests were administered i n the same twelve sections of the course,
two weeks after the completion of the learning packa(Se .
seventy students

( 82%)

Two hundred

took the posttest .

Names of students completing both pretest and posttest were compared
to those completing all thi�e units of the leai"'Iling packag e .

Any

student not completing the entire learning package was withdrawn from
the study .

A total of

These students'
for scoring.

1 74 students

(.56%)

were tabulated in final analysis.

pretest and posttests were sent to the Testing Center

Computer printouts of pretest and posttest scores were

returned to the researcher for analysis.
Each printout lists individual scores,

the class mean,

the standard

deviation, and an item-by-item analysis of each question indicating the
distribution of choices and the percent o f correct answers for each
item.
The pretest and posttest data is further analyzed using the " t "
test o f means ,

'

thereby making the evaluation process more objective.

The "t" test measures the change from pretest to

posttest.

Each

student's pretest score i s matched with his posttest sc ore to determine

/

how much his her library skills improved as a result of the instruction.
Since no control group was used,

only the scores of students taki ng the

../

t./
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- pretest,

completing all three units of the learning package ,

completing the posttest were used i n this analysis.
seventy four pairs of scores

( 56%)

and

One hundred

were subjected to analysi s .

Limitations
Reliability and validity of the pretest and posttest have not been
established.

The same tests were administered in all sections of the

course participating in the evaluation.
have unifom minimal library skills.

The students were assumed to

This assumption was based upon

observing the skills of the students completing the learning package
in previ ous semesters arrl by discussing student library skill
deficiencies with faculty members who consistantly teach this course.
One concern in the comparison of the pretest and posttest scores
was the uncontrolled motivational factor relating to the amount of
credit students received for completing the entire Library Skills
Learning Package .

The amount of points given students for completing

the learning package varied with instructor.

This may have affected

their test scores .
Various statistical tests could be used to analyze the pretest and
posttest scores.

The "t" test of means for two related sampl es i s used

.
i n a situation where the experimental group is used as its own control. 6

6For

.

further elaborati on see Chapter IV, p .

J2,

of this study.
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Chapter IV
Findings and Results
Responses to the student questionnaire and the pretest and posttest
scores constitute the data needed to test the proposed hypotheses.
The presentation of results will begin with a restatement of the
,

null hypothesis to be tested,

followed by an analysis of relevant data.

Attitude measurement
Hypothesis number one is an assessment of student attitudes i n
regard to course content,

instructional material and teachi� method.

Students displayed no significant attitudes
Null hypothesis:
or opinions, pro or con, toward the effective ness of the
Library Skills Learning Pack�e .
Data used i n testing this hypothesis was drawn from responses to a
seven item questionnaire.
returned the questionnaire.
question,

There were 187 students who completed and
Occassionally a student failed to answer a

so response numbers vary for specific questi ons.

The first question asks the student if he found the learning
package helpful in acquainting him with the various resources . presented
i n the packag e .

There were 187 responses,

183 indicated y e s ,

4

indicated

no.
Question two concerns the "hands-on experiences" of the exercises.
Students were asked if they felt they actually learned "how to use"
specific sources wh ile completing the exercises.
included e ight parts ,

This question also

each part indicating a specific type of resourc e .

One hundred ,eighty seven students responded t o the general question,

176 answered yes,
and no.
a.

9

answered no and 2 students indicated both yes

The following is a su.a-n.mary of responses to parts a through h :
Finding appropriate subject headings :

172 responded,

1_54

22
atudents answered yes,

18 answered no and 15 students failed to indicate

an answer.
b.

Using biographical sources, such as Cur:r:ent Biography:

students responded,

179

161 answered yes, 18 indicated no and 8 failed to

answer.
c.

Using World Almanac :

187 responded, 162 indicated yes and 25

replied no.
d.

Using Bartlett ' s Familiar Quotations:

students indicated yes,
e.

f.

1 8 answered no and 4 failed to respond.

Using periodical indexes&

answered yes,

18) responded, 165

184 students responded, 168

16 answered no and J did not answer the question.

Using newspaper indexe s :

184 responded, 171 indicated yes ,

13 indicated no and J did not indicate an answer.
g.

Using the Newsbank microfiche collection:

:responded,

186 students

173 answered yes, lJ answered no and 1 student failed to

ans-wer.
h.
yes,

Using the microfilm machines:

185 responded, 161 answered

24 answered no and 2 students did not answer the question.
In regard to g and h above , an increase in use of the Newsbank

collection and the newspapers on microfilm by students Hho have i n the
past completed the learning package has been noted.
Question three asks if the explanation included i n the package
gave enough information to enable the student to complete the exercises.
One hundred eighty five students responded,
no and

152 ansv:e1-ed yes, 33 answered

2 students did not indicate an answer.

Whether or not the research strategy section of the learning
package will help the student in the future i s the basis of question
four.

Tnis qu�stion received

1 82 responses, 158 an:::;1.:cred yr.•s, 24

2J
answered no and 5 students failed to answer.

The fact that 1.58 students

or 84 percent of the respondents indicated the unit on search strategy
would be useful in the future was ver.1 encouraging since one of the
major purposes of. the instruction is to prepare the student for future
research.
Question five asks if a student would prefer some other means of
library instruction rather than the learning package.
were included for consideration.
responded.

Three options

One hundred eighty-five students

Seventy-eight students responded yes, indicating that they

would prefer some other method of instruction, 109 students resporrled no
and 2 students indicated no opinion.
Table l summari zes, in percentages, the responses to question one
through five.
Table 1
Student Questionnaire:

Questions 1-5.

Student perception of effectiveness of the Library Skills Learning Package.
Question number

Percent of total
Yes

Percent of total
No

Percent of total
No opinion

1

97

J

2

95
82
86
87

5
10
10
lJ

0
0
8
4
0

90
91
92
86
81

10
8
7
6

2
2
2
2

lJ
18

1

84

13

3

58

1

2a

2b
2c
2d
2e
2f
2g
2h

J
4
5

88

41

1
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Question five further asks the students indicating a preference
for another means of instruction to choose one or more of three options .
Although only seventy-eight students indica.ted they would prefer another
means of instruction, there was a total of ninety-three responses to one
or more of th e options offered for consideration,
students chose more than one option.
for consideration are as follows :

indicating that some

Responses to the options offered

indicated a preference for this method of instruction.
chose the second option,
class time .

.54

Individual assistance :

students

Nineteen students

class l ectures, probably outside of regular

The third option,

other (please explain) , received

responses, but only 17 students explained their choice.

20

Six students

suggested class lectures during regular class meeting, five indi cated a
preference for a library tour, one student expressed the desire for a
credit course i n library use, while another suggested a non-credi t , optional
course .

Four students pointed out that although they considered the

learning package worthwhile, a longer time 'l'as needed for completion.
Table

2

summarizes student pre ferences for alternative methods of

instruction.
Table

2

Student Que stionnaire :
Student preferences for alternative means
of instruction as indicated in Question #5.
Method of Instruction

Number of resEonses

Individual assistance

.54

Class lectures

19

(outside of class)

other (Please explain)
class lectures (in class)
library tour

20
6

non-crecli t course

5
1
1

learning packa,se but more time·

4

credit course
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The majority of students, as indicated by the above responses to

../

question number five, chose individual assistance as an alteniative
method of instruction.

It is granted that individual assistance is an

effective method of instruction, but in relation to available staff and
time , i t is also the least feasible .

The leaining package suggests that

students seek assistance whe n necessary , before they become frustrated
and tired.

It is hoped that most students, when they encounter difficulty,

take advantage of this invitation and ask for assistance.
Question six concerned how much of the i nformation presented in the
package the student thought he already knew.
for considerationi

none, some, most, and all.

36

One hundred eighty-

Five students indicated none,

five students responded.
indicated some,

Four choices were given

143

students

students indicated most, and one student indicated

that he already knew all the infonnation presented.
this question show that

77

The responses to

percent of the students answering the

question believed that they were already familiar with some of the
information presented.

A

close analysis of responses to the pretest

questions will be conducted to ascertain which information the students
are in fact already familiar with.

Questions receiving a large percent

of correct answers will be considered as an indication that the
students are already familiar with this material and therefore the
corresponding section of the learning package may be unnecessary and
possibly eliminated.
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Table J
Student Questionnaire :

Question #6

Student perception of prior kn�wledge of materials
presented in the learning package.
Answer

Number of
responses

Percent of
total

none

5

J%

some

14J

77%

most

J6

19%

all

l

. 005%

no opinion

2

. 1%

Additional comments about the learning package were solicited in
question seven.

Both positive and negative responses here received.

Seven students commented that the package, especially Unit II, was too
long, and four other students recommended a longer period of time in
which to �omplete the package.

A tour of the library before beginning

the package was suggested by eight students, and one student pointed
out that location of materials was difficult even with the aid of the
maps included.

1

The affective domain regarding how students felt about the library
staff was an important part of the total leal'.Yling experience .

Six

students commented that they found the staff not helpful, while six
others found the staff "friendly and helpful�· .

Another student colllI'.lented

"the pleasantness of the staff made learning a pleasure" .
1

In connection

rt must be noted that class tours are highly recommended just
prior to the assignment of the learning package, but e.11 too often
instructors are unable to relinquish class time for a tour. This type
of feedback from students is valuable and will be used to stress the
importance of familiarizing students with the physical facilities of
the library b13fore actually beginning the progralil of instruction.
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/

- with staff student relationships,

it has been informally observed that

students tend t o seek out librarians that they recognize from dealing
with the learning packae;e .

That students felt less intimidated by the

library and the library staff and were more willing to seek help was
considered a favorable result of the instruction.
Comments concerning the overall effectiveness of the learning
package were for the most part 'positive and criticism was constructive.
Representative examples of a positive nature included:
come in handy" ,

"extremely helpful" ·,

"excellent idea" ,

and "a very effective learning device".

"good and will
"] earned a lot" ,

One student noted that he liked

being able to keep the text material for future use.
Student criticism of this method of instruction centered around
the length of the package ,

the need for more detailed explanati ons,

allowing class time to work on the exercises,

and too many students

needing to use the same sources at the same time.

Some of these

complai nts can be remedied when the learning package is revised,

others

such as class time to do the exercises is beyond the realm of the
library staff to remedy .
This qu€stionnaire was designed to assess student opinion i n :rec;ard
to the effectiveness of the Library Skills Learning Package as a means
of instruction in basic library skills and research techniques .

The

number of positive response s . indicates that the majority of students
feel that the learning package is an effective means of instruction,
therefore null hypothesis number one is rejected.

Performance measurement
Hypothesis number two is an assessinent of student knowledge of
basic library skills before and after completion of the learning
p:::. cka(;e.
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Null hypothesi s :

There is no significant difference in the

scores obtained by the students on the pretest and posttes t ,

�e

indicating that the Library Skills Learning Pac

does

not achieve its stated objectives and is therefore not

�n effective method of teaching basic library skills.

Data used in testing this hypothesis was drawn from student pretest
and posttest scores.

The initial tabulation of pretest and posttest

scores was completed at the campus testing center.
out l i sts individual scores,

class mean,

A computer print-

the standard deviation and an

item-by-item analysis of the questions showing the distribution of choices
and the percent of correct answers for each item.
The pretest and posttest each consisted of thirty-two questions
based on the stated objectives of the learning package.

Standard

deviation of the test scores was similar for both pretest and posttest.
A summary of the statistical data for the pretest and posttest may be
seen in Table

4.
Table

4

Statistical summary of pretest and posttest
Pretest

Post test

174

174

Items on test

32

32

Highest score

93. 8

100 . 0

Lowest score

28. 2

40. 7

Hean score

21. 2

26. 7

nwnber of student scores tabulated

5.5

Average gain score

3.6

Standard deviation

J. 3

Questions one through five tested the student ' s abil ity to use the
card catalog effectively.
;.:as ansv;ered correctly by

Question

97

one,

on both the p1� test &nd posttest,

percent of the st1.1:3.ent s .

Posttest scores
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were higher than pretest scores on questions two through five.
Questions six through eight tested the student ' s ability to
interpret the infonnation found in the Subject Heading Li�t.

2

On

all

three questions the posttest scores were higher with question eight
showing the largest gain, increasing from only 6 percent correct
responses on the pretest to 60 percent correct responses on the posttest.
Questions nine through thirteen tested the student ' s ability to
find information in periodical indexes.

Posttest scores were higher

for questions nine, eleven, twelve and thirteen.

Question ten \.:as

answered correctly by 86 percent of the students on the pretest, but
only 45 percent responded correctly on the posttest.

'Ihe decrease could

be partially attributed to the example used on the posttest.

The

question asked the student to identify the date of the first article in
the example.

'Ihe example contained two dates, one, the date of the

address delivered by the author of the article, and second, the date
the ad.<L.-ess was published as a journal article.

Since two dates were

given, confusion could have resulted.
Questions fourteen through twenty tested the student ' s knowledge
of basi c reference sources.

Improvement in posttest scores was shorm

for questions fourteen through eighteen and question twenty.
scores showed a l percent drop for question nineteen.

Posttest

Since the percentage

of correct answers was hi6h for both pretest and posttest, 97 percent
and 96 percent respectively, the

1 percent change is of little

significance .
Questions twenty-one through twenty-four tested the student ' s
knowledge of newspaper indexes.

Posttest scores were higher for

2

subject Heading List is a shortened title used in the Library
Skills Learning Fackace to refer to the title SubJ�ct Headings U;;;ed
in the Di ctionary Catalogs of the Library of Cor:.r:i_ress.
---
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questions twenty- two through twenty-four.

Posttest scores for question

twenty-one showed an 8 percent decrease from 59 percent on the pretest
to 51 percent on the posttest.

Again the example used on the posttest

could have so�e affect on the choice of answers.

October J was the

correct answer, but when typed in abbreviation it appeared as OJ which
some students may have interpreted as a numeral.
Questions twenty five through twenty-eight dealt with the student's
knowledge of research techniques and bibliographic citations.

An

increase in posttest scores was shown for all questions.
Questions twenty-nine through thirty-two tested the student ' s
ability to find materials i n Booth Library specifically.

Posttest scores

were considerably higher for each question.
Careful analysis of the responses to each test question will be

undertaken.

Questions receiving

a

high percentage of correct answers

on the pretest will be considered as an indication that the corresponding
section of the learning package may be unnecessary and therefore
possibly eliminated.

Questions showing ver:y low percentages of correct

answers on both pretest and posttest may indicate the need for additional
instruction or the revision of that section of the leanling package.
A summary of the responses to each question may be seen in Table 5.

Jl
Table 5
(Figures represent percent scores) :
Questions

Pretest

Posttest

% Gain

1

97

97

0

2

84

98

14

J

52

80

28

4

93

99

6

5

21

61

40

86

90

4

60

93

33

8

6

60

:J+

9

86

90

4

10

86

45

11

86

94

8

12

76

94

18

lJ

39

83

14

.58

78

44
20

15

52

75

23

16

90

94

4

17

93

94

1

18

96

98

2

19

97

96

(- 1)

20

97

97

0

21

59

(-8)

22
2J

42
67

51
79

24

28

BJ

25
26

87

94

55
7

93

96

J

27

94

97

3

28

82

90

8

29

21

71

50

JO

13

2J

10

Jl

33

94

61

J2

45

91

46

6
7

76

(-41)

37
9
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Pretest and posttest data is further analyzed using the "t" test
of means for two related samples.

In this case, the 'criterior measures

(pre- and posttest) are admin5 stered to the sample before and after the
experimental treatment (the instruction) .

'The test of significance

is used to determine whether any change has taken place .3

Roscoe

explains the proced� which applies to the "t" test in this situation.
In the situation in which the experimental group is used as
its own control, a single random sample is drawn , and the
criterion is administered before and after the experimental
treatment. 'The difference bet�een each pair o( scores
an:l the difference between the two means are calculated.
The calculated t is compared to the tabled value at
the desired level of significance and with degrees of
freedom equal to N-1 (where N is the number of pairs of
scores) . If the calculated statistic equals or exceeds
the tabled value , the hypothesis is rejected, and it i s
concluded that the observed difference between the two
means is a significant one. If the calculated t is
smaller than the tabled value , the hypothesis is retai ned,
as no significant4difference between the two means has
been established.
'The test of null hypothesis number two i s outlined below.

1.

Null hypothesis two states that there is no difference in the

scores obtained by the students on the pretest and posttest, indicating
that the Libra:r:y Skills Learning Packa�e does not achieve its objectives
end is, therefor� not an effective method of teaching basic library
skills.
Alterr.ative hypothesis two would state that there is a
significant difference in the scores obtained by the s tudents on the
posttest after instruction has taken place .
2.
N

=

Statistical test:

A "t" test o f means for related sai'lples,

174 .

3John . Roscoe. Fundamental Research Statistics for the BehaviO-ral
Sciences, 2A ed. (Kew York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1975), p. 224.
4 Ibid. , pp. 226-227.
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3.

Level of significance: o< = .001
df

two tailed test,

4.

(N-1) = 173

Critical test value (tabled value)
t = J . 291, df

=

173

reject H. when t � -3. 291 or t Z +J. 291
5.

Calculated value:
t

6.

=

19 . 98 at � = . 001

Decision:

Reject the null hypothe sis because the calculated

V?.lue of t exceeds the critical test value of J . 291, indicating that
there is a statistically signifi cant difference in the means of the
posttest scores over the means of the pretest sco:res, therefore it can
be statisti cally assumed that the Library Skills Learn�ng Fac§ge is an
effective method of teaching basic library skills.

Chapter

V

Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations

Summary
The evaluation of the effectiveness of the Library Skills
Leami� Package as a means of teaching basic library skills t o students
enrolled i n Speech Communication lJlO i s the purpose of this study.
The Library Skills LearniJ]ei Package is a printed self-contained
instructional program consisting of explanations and procedures for use
of specific :resources and exercises whi ch require the student to use
a source in order to answer the questions.
The evaluation takes two forms:

(2)

(1)

attitude measurement; and

�

performance measurement.
The two null hypotheses tested in this study are as follows:
Hypothesis one :

Students displayed rio �ignificant attitudes

or opinions , pro or con, toward the effectiveness of the Library Skills
Leam_i!l& Packag�.
Hypothesis two:

There i s no signifi cant difference in the

scores obtained by the students on the pretest and posttest, indicating
that the Libra:rY Skills Learning Package does not achieve its stated
objectives and i s , therefore , not an effective method of teaching basic
library skills.
Attitude measurement was accomplished by means of a questionnaire,
completed anonymously, at the conclusion of instruction.

The question

naire surveyed student opinion on the content and effectiveness of the
learning package and solicited any additional comments the student
wished t o include.
Pretests and posttests measured student knowledge of basic library
skills before and after ir.s truction.

In order to r-.a.ke the eval1ntion

y
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more objective, the pre and posttest scores were subjected to
statistical analysis using the "t" test of means for related sampl es.

Conclusions
In regard to the questionnaire used to assess student attitudes
toward this method of instruction, the number of positive responses
indicates that the majority of students completing the instruction do
feel that the learning package is an effective means of learning basic
lib:r-d.I'J skills.
Questions one and two dealt specifically with the effectiveness
of the learning package as a method of teaching the use of specific
skills.

The majority of students , no less than

82

percent, responded

Question three pertained to the self-

positively to the questions.

Eighty-one percent of the students

study concept of th e package .

responding indicated that the explanations gave them enough infol!ll ation
to enable them to complete the exerci ses.
four,

In response to question

84- percent of the students indicated they thought the section on

research strategy would be useful in the futu re .
five,

58

I n response t o question

percent of tile students indicated that they would not t>refer

another means of instruction,
prefer another method.

41

percent indicated that they would

Individual assistance was the choice of the

majority of students indicating a preference for another method.
Student responses to how much of the material they believed they
already 'knew indicated that

76

percent of the reGponde nts thought they

were already familiar with some of the infornation included i n the
pack�e and

14 percent believed they were familiar with rr.ost of the

naterials presented.
Responses to the req_uest for additional co;;:r.,'2!1ts yielded vah.i 3.ble

-

information and suggesti ons which will be incorporated into the package
when i t i s revised.

The major complaints of the students centered

around the length of the package, the time required to complete the
exercises, and the fact that a number of students need
same sources at the same time.

to use the

It can be concluded , in regard to student

responses to the questionnaire , that the students do have signifi cant
opinions and attitudes toward the learning :package, and therefore null
hypothesis number one i s rejected.
Findings of the study pertaining to performance measurement indicate
an improvement in posttest scores o f students comple ting the learning
package.

There were thirty-two questions on the pretest and posttest.

Improvement in posttest scores was indicated on twenty- seven questions.
Two questions received the same percent of correct answers on both the
pretest and posttest and a decrease in posttest scores was indicated
for t.l) ree questions.
Questions receiving a high percentage of correct answers on the
pretest will be considered as an indication that students are already
familiar with the material anq, therefore, the corresponding section of
the learning package may be unnecessary and possibly eliminated .
Questions showing a low percentage of correct answers on both pretest
and posttest may indicate the need for additional instruction or the
.

revision of the corresponding section of the learning package .
Pretest and posttest data was further analyzed using the " t " test
of means for two related samples.

Results indicate a significant

difference in the means of the po3ttest scores over the means of the
pretest scores , therefore , null hypothesis two is rejected.

It can be

concluded that the Library Skills Learning_ Pack8$e does achieve its
stated objectives and is an effective nethod of teachin:; basic library skDJ

r. .
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Recommendations
Based on the results of the student questi onnai re and analysis
of statistical data pertaining to pretest and posttest scores several
recommendations are appropriate.
The �ibrary SJ9.lls Lea:rning Package should be retained as the means
of teaching basic library skills to students enrolled in Speech
Communication

1310.

In view of student suggestions on the questionnaire,

additional versions of all exercises should be added to alleviate the
'

-·

problem of numbers of students needing the same sources at the same
time.
A review of responses to pretest and posttest questions should be
undertaken to determine which information in the learning package should
be eliminated, revised or emphasized.

Steps should

be

taken to validate

the pretest and posttest so they may be used as the basic for:n of
evaluation for the Library Skills Learning Package .
Additional studies would be beneficial to the overall strength of
the pr�ram .

A follow up study of students who participated in this

evaluation to ascertain their retention and subsequent use of the basic
skills learned through the package would be appropriate .
The study did not investigate all aspects o f the Library Skills
Leaniing Package .

'Ihe primal.)' concern was to investigate its effective

ness as a teaching method of basic library skills.
be advantageous to investigate what effect,

i f a:ny ,

Therefore,

it would

instructor attitude V"

has on the effectiveness of the learning package.
A basic skills program of this type ,
student with various sources ,

although famil iarizing the

cannot provide as much interaction

between student a:1d librarian as would be desirable.

Froviding a

positive exper:i e-rice i n 1i brary use is of i:t::ost i;nportance in dealing

!/
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with inexperienced library users.

It i s therefore recommended that

library staff members keep this public relations factor i n mind and try
to foster a positive student attitude toward the library and its staff.
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APPENDDC A

EVALUATION

We would appreciate knovinp. your ideas and comments on the Library Skills
Learning Package you have just completed.
and drop it

l.

Please fill out this short questionaire

in the box on the deRk in SMC.

Did you find the learning package helpful in acttuainting you with the
various tools discussed.

No

Yes-

2.

Do you feel that you actually learned "hov to use" a particular
source while doing the exerciRes.

Uo

Yee

3.

a.

Findinr, appropriate subject headings.

b.

Using bio,Rraphical sources, such as Current RioRrap�.Y.·

c.

Usin.R the World Almanac.

d.

Using Bartle t t ' s F'amili3r Quotations.

e.

Usin.R periodical indexe s , such as Readers' Guide.

f.

'
Using newspaper indexes , s uch as Nev York Times Index.

g.

Using the Ncvsbank microfiche collection.

h.

Using the microfilm machines.

_
_
_
yes____ no_
_

no

yes

ves- - - - - no
-

yes___ no__
yes_ _ no---

yes_____ no_ __ _

_
yes____ no_
_
_

Did the explanation and procedures give you enough information to
enable you to complete the exercises?
Yes------

4.

yes_� no_
_
_

No

Do you think the sections on research strate�y and compiling footnotes
and bibliographies will be helpful to you in the future when you are

required to write a research paper?
_
Yes_______ No_
_
_
_
_

S.

Would you prefer some d i f ferent �ans for learning hov to use the
library other than this type of package?
Yes

No-------

If y e s , check which you prefer
individual assistance

____

class lectures, probably outside of regular class meeting

_____

other (please explain)

____

40

EVALUATION (con t . )

6.

How much o f the infonnation presented did you <ilready know?
_____

none
some

7.

-----

-----

ll!O!lt
All

Please feel free t o use this space for any additional comments which nay
help us evaluate this type o f library instruction •

• • •

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION •

• •
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APPENDIX

B

LIDMRY S!CTLLS PRG-TEST
* * * * * * * * * * * * *

* * * � * * * * *

* * * * �

� * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
*

*
*

·!*
*

�

The purpose of this test is to detcraine your knowl.edr,e of bosic l.ibrory
skills. The resul.ts of this test uill in no '10�1 affect your r,rpdc in this
course. Pleose do not guess the answers to the oucstions. If' you do not
knou the ans,1cr, rmrlt "do not know".
Please do not mark in your test bool--. Read each question cor�ful.ly, choose
your onswer and blacken the corrcs9ondinc; S!>CCe on the ansuer sheet.
Please fil.1 in your naue, date, �rode, instructor, and identification
number on the top of the answer sheet.

* * * * o * * * * * *

* i� *

* n * � * * � * * * {� �� * * * * it v *

To find a book or other cotaloc;ed �atcriol in
to use the inforr.1otion on a catcloc ca.rd. The
desicned to test your ability to use the card
is an cxonple of a cotoloe cord. Plcose refer
in this section.

!IE

86D9. 4

I
I
I
I

, SG 4

I
I

the library you nust be able
follo'1in� ouestions · ore
cotolcG effectively. Eel.c'r
to it to answer the ouestions

:mthony, 1938The shntlou in the cave; t�e broadcaster, hi�
audience, and the state. Urbano , University of
Il.l.inois Press, 1973.

3.51 p. 2 3

Ct:I.

Biblioc;rophy:

p. 313-3:38.

l. Television broodcastina.
I. Title.

cast in�.

i

Jml689. 4. f,6-'r

i

ISi!H 0-252-004-12-6
Library of Concress

I

1. The �uthor of the book in the <ibove example is:
a. Univt:i-:;it:r oi' Illinois Press
b. Anthony Snith
c. Library of Concrcss
d, do not lmou

2.

The c:l1 nu:,.bcr :ts:

73-101�6
0689. 4. 564
c. 38�.5�
ll,

b. HE

d. <10 not !:11�·

*

!C·
*
*
*
*
w

�
�
* ft * * * * * *

Stiith,

I

*

2. Radio brood

73-181�6
I!i»RC
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3.

There will be another card for this book in. the card catalog under
its title beginning with the word:
a.

broadc!lster

d.

Urbana

c.

e.
4.

shadow

b.

The

do not know

Notice the tracings on the sample catalog card.

The two additional

subjects that this buck. co1U.d be found under are:
·

a.

b.
c.
d,

5.

Au<'liP.r.ce,

State

·relev1s i on bro11rlcRs·�.ine, R>tilio broadcasting
Shadows, Caves
do r.ot know

r.atnlog cards with top lines typerl j.n reti ()1· SlJ.l �;:trd.t.f\J lP.tt.P�s
in black ::>.re:
a.
b.

author cards
title cards

c.

subject cards

d.

joint author cards

e.

do not know

S�bjcct headir.es used in the Booth Library ccrd cataloe are taken

�rcr:i Sub.iect J!e::::C.i.:;r.s TJscd ir. the Diet: or.�r:r C:?t�lor:s cf t!':e Lforary
of Cor.!=.::-c:s!l, 0::.'t0:! r-:fr.rrcd to ns th� Si..:b,jcct tie:c.di:-.;:: Li:".:.
T:1e
'fO:iimlinc que stior.s ere de:;igned to test your ability to find subject
h�adir.gs uzcd in thP. librl:lry

•s

card cat.alog.

an e:ntry frcl:l the Gub,j ect Hct>dL'1g List.

ir. this section.

Belew is an example of

Use it to answer the questions

l'!ation.:-il Sor.gs

sa Folk-sor.gs
Patriotic poetry
Political ballads and songs

War-sor.gs

x Anthems, National
National c.nthems
Po.triotic scngs

Songs, :Nctionnl
Songs ,
xx

Pt:.triotic

Folk-!'!ongs
Music
No.tiorw.l music
Patriotic music

Songs

6.

The subject heading used in the card catalog in the above exe.mple is:
a.

b.
c.

1..

National anthems

National songs

Fatl:iotic songs

do not know
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7.

The above example tells you that books couJ.d al.so be found under
the related subject:
a.

Folk songs

b.
c.

Patriotic songs

Songs, National
do not know

d.

8.

According to the example above, which is a subject not used in the
card catalog :

a.
b.
c.
d.

Folk-songs
Music

Anthems, National

do not know

Periodicals, scmetimes coiled ::inc;nzines or journals ,
of recent inforr;otion on wany subjects.
ed to test your

9.

abil ity

contei.'l

a

wealth

The following section is design

to find information in periodicols.

Ir.dividunl �a[ozine articles

are listed in:

the c::ird cotnlot;

o.

ccr.put�r printout
periodical index
do not know
a

b.

c.

a

d.

Examine the following er.try frcn the Readers' G•.iide to Ferio::lic'.'l
Litcrott:re , then answer the questions in this section.

NEU'IRON bc::ibs

Enhanced radiation worheads , olio s the neutron
bomb. G : B : Kistiokowsky. il por Tech R
80:2�-31 J.jy I 78
E:".Jlan�ed-radiotion weapons. F:M. Kaplan. il
map Sci Am 2 � : �4-51 My ' 78
Livir.r, with the power networks. J.M. Woll.
C!lr Cent

g5 :

Chr Cent

95: '·91-2

t.59-60

My

3 '

78

Lovinc; the bcr:b without s aying so.

J.M. Holl.
t'.y 10 ' 78
'!here QUSt be r.o neutron bomb; adaptation of
addres s , Mcrch 18, 1978. D. Ellsberg. Niii:ion
226:632-3 My 27 I 78

10.

In

the example above, the dote of the

subject "neutron bcobs" is:

a.

b.
c.

d.

May 27, 1978
March 18 , 1978
no dote is given
do not kr.ow

last article ur.o.er the
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In the example above, the first article under the subject "neutron

11.

banbs" begins
n. 80
b.
78
c.

d.
12.

on

�ge:

24

do not kI:ow

The last

citatior.. in the

excm!Jle

states ''?ration

figure before the colon stands for
o.

b.

paging

c.

column
do not know

determine
&iven ir.

one

a.

b.

The

volui:c

d.
To

13.

226 :632-3".

the co::nplete perioeicol title of the
the fi.!'st entry, one

the card catolog
a sp<::c iol p!lce in

c.

the Booth

d.

do not

the

Librory

kr.ow

f'ron't

would
;,.�'

use:

the

Ferio<licols List

abbreYioted

in�c:: :;::u ::.re

�i:-::.;

r.r:fcre:nce books ere desip:cd prir:mr1.ly to �ive en i.":'r.�di:itc on:;wor
'!ue:stion or te:ll the use:r wl:ere the ir.for.:otion c-i:-i be f'ot:.nd.
':'he
followina que:stions c.re designed to test your kno•:ledge of sor.:e o:!:'
r.ost cor:.r.lor.ly used re:fcre:nc<! sources.
14.

A

tefErence

book which attecpts to give facts,

statistics,

o

b.

o directory

d.

do not knew

c.

15.

biblio�rophy

on

a

oJJ-::u:oc

appropriate s ource to start a seorc!l f?r ir.fo1·�1::.t.to::i i:ibout
well :!-J1own intcrr.�tiono l persor.r.lity :;>re ser.tly in th<'? r.e··:i: is:
Current

a.

c.
d.

Loo!t

Biorro-::-hy

Er.c:vclo-ccdi, Erit'.lnnica

\·;1101

s \·."ho in l.nex·ico
do not know

:it the

motch each or.e with the r.:ost r.uitoble
Indicote your choice on the ani:wcr
of the approprinte letter for e�ch n��\ber.

subjects 'telow ond

sot:rce in which to

fir.d

infonnetion.

s!leet by blockening the space

Sources

Subjects

19.

20.

:

The most

b.

16.
17.
le .

t":e

end

b:isic il:forr;)otion on ::i.lr.:ost e·1c>rything f'ran A to Z is callei
c.

to a

en article in

trP.

a

populDr magazine on d.rue;s

call ntlr.lbar of

:!ethoes of

de�lir.e

�

novel bJ• John Jo!<e

wi"';h tru:mcy in school

production outlook il1 the auto indust�y
who soid "dor.• t look e cift b:>rse in the
mouth"

a.
b.
c.

.d.

�.

Education

:B:'l:-tlet·;,-.•

Index
�

F:::-Uir.-r:

Qu:;"Stic.ns-- -·- -

":E;sine::: s P<>rfoclJ.c'.l:�
Iiid'�x
the cord cnt�log
R�oders• Guide to
F.::r.ic1.i cr.l L::. '.e:?":.·=:.';:":"e
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Newspopers are an excellent source of current information on a wide
variety of subjects.

In order to find ir.i'ormation in newsp3pers you

must be able to use the oppropriate index.

from the New York Times Index.

The ex'.lmple belc.w is taken

Use this exempl.e to enswer the following

questions.

DOGS
Haturelist Roger Caras and St.

Louis zoo

veterinarian rescue Germon shepard dog stranded on
ice island in Mississippi River near Alton, Ill ( S ) ,
F 4 , 13:2
Voice of Animals Soc confers titles on Any Corter1 s
dog and Vice Pres Mondale' s �::::: ( S ) , ?9; III, 2 : 4
Fonner UY Tir.:es writer Halter R Fletcher receives

Dog Writers Assn of /1.mer ew:lrds, l;"YC, f'or 13th
consecutive yr ( S ) , F

21.

14, 21:2

The date on which the article "Voice for Animals Soc c0nfers titles •

. • "

apt>E:ared in the newspaper is:

a.

2:�

c.

F 9

d.

do not know

b.

22.

Look at the first citction in the example above.
a.
b.
c.

d..

23.

The

13:2

refers to:

pnge and colUtlll
volU!!!e :md �urber
issue and page
do not know

Ur.der each subject heading, articles are erro�g�d:
a.

alphabetically

b.

chronologicolJ.y by date of article

d.

do not know

c.

24.

($}

in no special order

To find articles from several newspapers on a given subject, the
quickest approach would be:
a.
look in oil the indexes to the different n?ttspapers
b.

look in the card catalog

c.
d,

look in HewsbaP-'<
check the periodical indexes

e.

do not know

The previous sections of this test were des16ned ·to test your skills
ir. using some bosic library resources, the next section deals briefly

with research techniques.

25,

A good first step in searching for information for a term

would be:

paper

a.

browse through the stacks looking for information on your topic

b.

make a prelicinory search, by subject,
and periodicel indexes

c.

d..

1n the card catalog

choose the important magazines in your area of interest,
and look through the table of content� in the current issues

do not know
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26.

27.

28.

Your Instructor requests that you submit a "bibliography" along
with your term paper.
He wants:
an outline of your paper
a.
a tabie of contents
b.
a list of references you used in your paper
c.
a report on tpe lif'e of a great person
d,
e.
do not know
One of the main purposes of o footnote is:
to list oll the sources you have read
a.
b.
to make your term paper core impressive
c.
to give credit to on �uthor from whose work you have taken
a quotation or an idea
d.
do not know
In compiling a bibliography, it is most convenient to keep
references recorded on:
o.
3 x 5 notc cards
a sheet of paper
b,
a notebook
c.
d.
do not Jr.now

your

'l'hc1·e O!'e SC!!le points of infornetion about Booth Lib:-cr:;r thnt, are
dil'�·crc!'lt from other lib!'cries.
The following section is designed
to test your ability to fir.d ooterials in Booth Library.
The cord cntolo6 of Booth Library is:
a.
the dictionery tne -- tmthor , tgle, ond su��cct cords
included in one alphabetical listing
a divided catalcg -- 11uthor or.d title cer·�s .:ire in a se�o::-ate
b.
cntolog fror.i the subject cards
a divided cotolc.:; -- ou·::hor, title, end st.'!:>ject cards ore
c,
each filed in a separa�t catalog
d.
do not know

30.

�.

32.

You will
The volume of a periodical you need is on oicrofiJn.
find this cicrofiln shelved:
a.
in the stacks with the books
b,
in the Fcriodiccl rlOorn next to the bound voluces
c.
in the Self-Study Ma teriols Ceu'.;er
do not know
d.
Newspapers on microfilm can be found in:
a.
the Reference Room
in the Periodicals Room
b.
in the Self'-Study Materials Center
c.
do not know
d.

To determine which volumes of a periodical. are owned by the library
and their location, one woul.d consu1t:
a, the card catalog
b.
the Readers' Guide
c.
the 'Periodicals List
d.
do not know
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APPENDIX C

LIBRARY SKILLS POST-TEST
*

* * *

* *

* *

* *

*

* *

*

*

* * *

* * *

* * * * *

* * * *

* *

* *

* *

* *

* *

* *
*
*

The purpose of this post-test is to determine the effectiveness of the Libr3ry
Skills Learning Package that you recently completed.

· This test will not affect

your grade in this course or score on the Library Learning Package.
for your cooperation .

ReAd each question carefully,

Please do not mark in your test book.

your answer and blacken the corresponding space on the answer sheet.
fill in your name, date, grade,
top of the answer sheet.
� *

* *

* *

*

* * *

* * *

*

*

*

*

*

Thank you

*
*
*

choose

*

Please

*

instructor, and identification number on the

* *

*

* * * *

* * * *

* *

* *

* *

* *

* *

* * *

*
*
* *

To find a book or other cataloged material in the library you must be able to
u s e the information on a catalog card.

The followinR ouestioos are desiRned

to test your ability to use the card catalog effectively.

TL

Wiley, Jack.

410
.WS4

Belo•� is an example

Please refer to it to answer the �uestions in this section.

o f a catalog card.

The unicycle book.

Ha1·risburg, P a .

Stackpole Rooks

1973

224p.

illus.

24cm.

$7.95

I . Title
1 . Bicycles and tricycles. 2 . Cyclinp..
73-12786
629.22'71

TL4 10.WS4

ISBN 0-811 7-0416-5

llARC

Library of Congr�Js

1. The author of the above book i s :
a.

Stackpole Books

b.

Jack �·!iley

c . Library of Congress

2 . The call number i s :
a . 73-12786
b. 629 . 2 2 ' 7 1
c . TL 410. W54

3.

There will be another card in the card catalog under its title beginning
with the word :
a.

The

b.

Stackpole

c.

Book

d . Unicycle

*
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4. Notice the tracings on the sa�plc catalo� card .

The two additional subjects

that this book could be found under are:
a. Bicycles and tricycles; Cycling
b . Unicycle; book
c . Harrisburg, Pa. ; Stackpole Bool�s

S. Catalog cards with top lines typed in red or all capital letters in black
are:
a. title cards
b . author cards
c . subject cards
d , joint author cards

Su!>ject headings used in the Booth Libra� card cataloP, are tal·.en from Subjec t
.!l�?�inz�_!J�-�d_ _1!1 .J:he p_ictionary Catalo�_f._ t_h�._L_1,b_r_�_r_v_ 9_f. r,_on_gres
_.!,of ten
The followin;> qi;estions :ire <lesi�ned
rc�errcd to as the Su_!U_<?_C!.j!c.:i:i±E.£..J.ist .
to test your ability to find subject head ings used in t�� library's card catalog.
Below is an example of an entry from the �bjcct lleading L i � t .

Use i t to

:ins;1cr the que!:tions in this ::cction.

Dueling
sa Comba t
Fe:tcing
Pa��r of battle
x Du-:!lS
Fir,htins
xx Coobat

Criminal lav
Ethics
Fencing
Honor
!fanners and customs
\fop.er of battle
6.

The subject heading used in the card catalog in the above example is:
a. Duels
b . Dueling
c . Fighting

·1 .

The above example tells you that books could also be found under the related
subj ect:
a . Combat
b . Duels
c . Fighting
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8.

According to �he 6bJve exampl�, w�ich is a subject not used in the card
catalog:
a . Fencing
b. Duels
c . Combat
.

.

.Periodicals, sometimes called 111:1gazines or journals, contain a wea1th of recent
information on many subj ects. lbe following section is designed to test your
ability to find iiiformation in" periodicals.
9.

Individual magazine articles are listed in:
a. the card catalog
b. a computer printout
c. a periodical index

lExamine the following entry from the Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature,
then answer the questions in this section.
------ -- -··

TECHNOLOGICAL innovations
How to put technology into corporate planning;
adaptation of addre�s. December 1976. A. R.
FUSfeld , 11 Tec.h R 80:5 1-5 My '78
Patent policy· versus innovation. W.D. Carey.
Science 200:1439 Je 30'78
Strategies for improving research utilization,
E.B. Roberts and A.L. Frohman. bibl il
Tech R 80:32-9 Mr'78
Technology's minor moments. S.C. Flor-man.

Harpers 256:16-19 Je '78
.
Vanishing innovation. il Bus W p46-9+ Jl 3 ' 7 8
White Bouse to study industrial innovations. D .
Shapley. Science 200: 1364-5 Je 23'78

10.

11.

In the example above , the date of the first article under the subject
"technological innovations" is:
a. May 1978
b. December 1976
c. no date is given
On

what page does this article begin :
•• 80
b. 51
c. s

12.

The last citation in the example .states "Science 200: 1364-5 Je 2 3 ' 7 8 . "

The fif,Ure before the colon stands for:
a. volume

b . paging

c . column

13.
!:J

To determine the' . .complete periodical title of the abbreviated one given
in the first entry, one would use:
a.

the card catalog

b. the Booth Library Periodical:J List
c. a special page in the front of the index you are usin�.

Reference books are designed primarily to give

an

it:!rnediate answer to

o r tell the user where the information can be found.

a

question

The following questions

are designed to test your knowledge of some of the most commonly used refLre�ce
sources.

14.

A reference book which attempts to sive facts, statistics, 3nd ba£1c
information on al�ost everything from A to Z is called:
a. a bibliography
b. a dictionary
c. an almanac

d . a directory

15.

The most appropriate source to start a search for information about a well

knot.in international personality presently in the news i s :

a . En�ycloped ia Bri t.:innica

b. Current �foc
r�ohv
c.

Statistical Abstract of the United States

d . Who1s Who in ,'\.'llerica

Look at the s"!bjects below an·d match each one vi.th the most suitable source.

Indicate your choice on the answer sheet by blackening the spac e ' o f the appro

p riate letter for each number.
Subjects

16.

an article i n a popular magazine on the

17.

the call number o f a novel by Ernest Hc1111i
11 ngway

care and feeding o f house plants.

18. "open admissions policy" in collllu
ll nity colleg es
19.

building trends in the construction industry

20.

who said " mighty oaks from little acorns grow.�

Sources
a.

Business Periodical Index

b . Education Index
c.

Bartlett ' s Fa�iliar Quo

d�

the card catalog

tations

e. Readers ' Guide

Newspapers are an excellent source .of current information on a 1'ide variety o f
subj ects.
In order to find information in newspapers you must be able t o use
the appropriate index.
The ' example below is taken from The Ueu York Times
�· Use this example to answer the following questions.
PROSTITUTION
Article examines case of Veronica Bruson , arrested
as prostitute at age 1 1 , who died in mysterious plunge

from midtO\·m h'YC hotel :it ase 12 (L) , 0 3 , l : 3
Sen passes Sen Uilliam V Roth Jr ' s bill to extend

Hann Act to include boys and make it crime to
transport minors across state lines for purposes o f
prostitution ( S ) , p 1 1 , 2 2 : 4 ; Frank and Diane Barone
arraigned, Sussex County , NJ, for recruiting teen-age
girls for prostitution in their tfantage Tl."P home ; illus
(S), 0 1 3 , I l , 2 5 : 6

2 1 . The date on which the aTticle about Veronica Bruson appeared i n the nei..'s.
p aper is:
a. 1:3
b . no date i s given
c. 0 3

22. Look at the last citation in the example above.
a. pa�e and column
b . volume and number
c . issue and page

The 25:6 .refers to :

23. Under each headin�. articles are arranged :
a. from general to specific
b. no specific order
c . alphabetically
d . chronologically by d:ite of article.

24. To find articles from sever:il newspaper� on a given subject, the quickest
approach would be:
a. look in all the indexes to the different news?:ipers
b. check the periodical indexes
c . look in Newsbank
d . look in the card catalog

The previous !lcctions of this test were designed to test your skills i.n usi.ng
some basic library resources, the next section deals briefly with research
techniques.
2 5 . A good first step in searching for infot'lllation for a term paper would be :
a. browse through the stacks looking for information on your topic.
b. make a preliminary search, by subj ect, in the card catalog and peri.�
odical indexes.
c . look through the tables cf content in appronriatc carazines.
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26.

Your instructor requests .that you submit a "bibliography" along with your
paper.
He uants:
··
.
'
a . a reP.ort on the -life of a great man

b� an outline ' o f your paper
c . a table of contents
d.

27.

a

list of references you used in your parer.

One o f the main purposes o f a footnote i s :
a.

to make your paper more impressive

b.

to give credit to an author from whose work you have taken a quotation
or an idea.

c . to list all the sources you have read.

28.

ln com�iling a bibliography , it is 1110 s t convenient to keep your refer�nces
recorded on:
a . 3 x5 notecards
b.

a sheet of paper

c . a notebook

lllere nrc so:nc points of information about nooth Librarv that are different fr�n
o ther libraries.
The following section is designed to test your ability to find
materials in Booth Library.

29.

TI1c

card catalog o f Booth Library i s : ·

a . a divided catalog : author and title cards are in
from the subject cards.

a

seperate catalo�

b. a divided catalog: author, title, and subject cards are each filed in
a sererate catalo�.
c.

the dictionary type: all author , title, and subject cards included in
one alphabetical listin&•

30.

31.

Tiie volume o f a periodical you need is on microfilm.

You will find this

shelved :
a. in the Reference r.oom
b.

in the Periodical Room next to the bound volumes

c.

in the Self-Study ?!aterials Center

Newspapers o n r.rlcrofilm can be found in:
a.

the Reference Room

b.

the Periodical Roon

c . The Self-Study �latcrials Center

32.

To determine which volumes of a periodical are owned by the library and
their location, one would consu l t :
a.

the Readers'

b.

the card catalog

Guide

c. the Periodicals List
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APPEWJII( D

kage

The Lib:cary Skills Learning Pac
instructional program .

i s a self-contained,

Its purpose is to teach basic library skills

to students enrolled in Speech Communication lJlO.

The program cor!sists

of three units which may be used together or independently.

APPENDIX D

LIBRARY SKILLS
LEARNING PACKAGE

SPEECH CO�ICATIONS 1310

Developed by
KATHLEEN JENKINS ,
JANE LASKY ,

REFERENCE LIBRARIAN

JANET PALMER ,
LAURA RAO,

INSTRUCTION LIBRARIAN

REFERENCE LIBRARIAN

MEDIA LIBRARIAN

LETA RIDGEWAY ,

REFERENCE LIBRARIAN

DIANE PIPPY, ARTI ST

BOOTH LIBRARY , EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
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LIBRARY SKILLS LEAR1lllr.

PACKAGE

This learning packaae has been developed to aid the students
cations

1310 in

of

Speech Cocmuni

achieving the necessary library sk1.lls to adequately complete the

requirements of this course and to prepare the students ,f'or fUture library research.
A J.earning

package of this length cannot be totaJ..l.y comprehensive,

but

on the com-

pletion or this package the student should have acqu!:ed the following sldl.l.s:
Be able to analyze a subject and determine alternative subject
heading3 to use in research.

J..

2.

Be able to find specific facts using basic reference tools.

3.

Be able to locate articles using the periodical and newspaper indexes.

4.

Be able to locate and use vnrious :microforms

5.

Develop a systematic method of research which 1."lcluc?es using note
cards as a method of recording data.

6.

Understand and recognize

7.

the boundaries

in

the library.

ot plagiarism.

Be able to distinguish between the various for.ns of bibliographic
docurientation and record cata in correct bibliographic form.

This learning package consists of three units--one unit will be completed each
Each exercise in

week.

procedure.

the pack�ee is

preceded by an explanation and statement of

Please read all the exo!anations end �rocedures ca.re1'ul.b.v end keen them

handy so you can refer to the:n as y
ou wo?-k through

the exercises.

designed to teach you "how to use" specific resources.

These exercises are

When you do not understand the

procedure or have diffic\llty in finding the material, please ask for help

• . .

until

you

a.re tired and frustrated to nsk

for

assistance.

c?on' t wait

\.:hen you complete the first

unit of exerci:;es, please ta.ke them out of the book1ets and return them to Kathleen
Jenkins, Instruction Librarian, in the Self-Study ?�aterie.J.s Center.
booklet for fUture reference.

As you turn

in

a completed unit, you

You may keep the
wll.l

be given the

next one.
To reach the Sell-Study Materie.J.s Center (S!'.C) come up the stairs to the first
fioor, turn rfBht and proceed p.:lt;t the water fountain to the SMC.

(See Map No. l}

The library staff members mentioned bel0".1 are avail.able to help if' you encounter
any problems.

J!.l.eose note the time they r:i.ey be contacted.

Kathleen Jenkins

SMC

Monday-Friday
Thursday night

Laura Rao

SMC

Monday night

Jane Lasky

Rei'erence

Monday night

Leta Ridgeway

Ref'erence

Thursday night

Please note the maps included vi.th each Gection.

8 : 00-4: 00 p. m.
6: 50-10: 00 p. m.

6: 50-10:00

6: 30-10:00

6: 00-10: 00

p.m.
p.m.
p. m.

They wll.l help "you find your

way to each department and locate the specific resources you v1ll need to canplete
the exercises.

•

1
'•r.\1.J

, :H 1l1

I

LIBRARY SKILLS
A quick look at the card catalog
The card catalog in
materia.1.S

fu

�

• • •

library is the reader'

the collection.

by

subject content and given a specific cal.1

number by which the user can locate the material.
Congress classification system.
etr

chief means of locating cataloged

By cataloged materials we mean books and ot�er resources

that have been systematically classified

more cards--one for author

s

Booth Library uses the Library of

Each book in the librai-y is represented by three or

main entry, one for title, and one or more fc:tr subject.

Tois Library bas a "dictionary" type card catalog wich r.iea.ns al1 author, title and
subject cards are incl.uded in one alphabetical listing.

The information found on each

type or cnrd can be or benefit to the user.
An.

ex.ample

of each or the three types or cards is shown below, with an explanation

of the parts that the user should find most useful.
\·IAT�llGA"T:: A?!-'J. IR , 1972-

,�
I !1-'
_,
t 4_
lt.rnstrin C'ar�

--Subject Card

_
_
_
_

__ ____ _ _____

_._
_
_
_
..,

--Title Card

All the Presiden t ' s �en

Oernslf'in, Carl.

E
860

.P47

E

k!)860
•

P47

1!•1-1-

G>nernstein.

Carl. l!IH-

.

n11d 1
rh,· l 'rv.�i1lr11t's 111r11 ,by1 Cl\rl ncrnstcm ,
;-;.-1111�1rr 1 1
1
Ynrk, $i111011
\\"oodw:url. � ..

(J) .\II

�

(ij :i�:i 1•. 1..rr�. ::4 <"•u.
@··J•"rlit•ll:t 0( u11.. f,nnk

$�11!'1

�ti

t1a\"� 1t(1f1t'"r«l

U1

¥4

nob

- - A u thor
Card

l•la)hOy hlll�azlu�...

I.

�

l1nr
y,
Universit

de no. 5 I "Introduction to the Card Catal.og. n (Peoria: Bradley
).
Tl
9
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l..

Call number
cl1l.f:s nvmbcr and book nu:nbers e.re comb ined to :torm the
call number by whJ ch "'e identify ond locate a book.

2.

Author' s name and birth date.

3.

Title of book.

4.

Pl.ace of publication.

5.

l\lblisher.

6.

Date of publication.

7.

Description of book - inc.tucli.ng paging, illustrations, cize,. maps, etc.

8.

Notes of interest about the book.

9.

Tracings - often refer you to additional. subject he11dings you can look
under to fjnd books related to the one you are looking for.
These sub

-

j�ct traciJl3s are preceded by Arabic nu:nerals.

l.0.

Additional traci.J'lcs - usuu!ly for librarian' s use.
Indicate additional.
entry cords filed for this particular book.
These subject headings are
always preceded by Ro!':lll.n nu:nernls.

SUBJECT HEADIJJ.:;S
A subject heading is the word or words used to describe the content of a book en:
periodical article.

Headings Used

Subj�ct beadines used in Dooth Library are taken i'rom Subject

in the Di�tionar"
/ Catnl
cg.s of the Lib�ary of Con,sress.

(For the purpose

of this Learning Pac.'<age we will. refer to this title as the Subject Heading List).
copy of the

2

A

volu:ne title (red books) is on the Inforcultion Desk, adjacent to the

l\lblic Catalog.

A good understandiJ:lb of subject headings is essential for success in

retrieving informo.t.ion :frcxn the card catalog or a periodical. index.

The introduction

in the :front of volu.-ne 1 of the l.ist i s well worth reading.
1'he followinG is a brief cxpl.n.na:tion of how to use the Subject Heading List.

As

you work through the exercises that follow, refer to this explanation e.nd the exzimpJ.e

and you vlll. find this Subject Hea1in& List to be very useful. and not too di.f'f'icult
to use.
The subject beadings are listed v..1.phabetical.1¥ .followed in parentheses by the
Library of Congress call. n1Jr.1b er.

Tile words in the darker, bol.d-f'ace type

are

the ac-

ceptable terms--the ones that. will. be used ns subject beadings in the card catalog.

But this l.ist al.so gives us more information:
the card cata1og to one that is used; and

2)

1)

It l.eads u.s f'roci a term not used in

It gives u s a l.ist of related subjects

that may aid us 1n the search '£er additional. information.

The followiDg abbreviations

are used to indica� the above information.
x

- means �·

cata1og.

Headings l.isted beside and under the x will. not be used 1n the card

In other words if' you. look up an x word in the Subject Hco.ding Li�t, it

refer you to an acceptable term, one that is used in the card cata1og.

will

Notice the

ex

ample at the end of the explanation.
so.

and xx

-

Hea.d.ings l.isted beside and uncle.r these l.etters can be

mean see also.

used as needed in the cru:-d. catalog.
in the Sub
ject Heo.d.1.rur, List.
also. "

The headings in the

Words in these t•.fo groups vil.l be listed separately

Don' t l.ct this contuse you, though.
xx

They both mean "see

group r:.ay have a specific use '£or a l.ibrarian, but stu

dents co.n use this l.i.st '£or rel.ated topics just as those l.i.sted under the sa.
Pl.ease l.ook at the cxaople:

-- CITY TRAFFIC

(DIRECT)
FEDESTRIAf
lS -- nee e.lso
TRAFFIC UOISE x - STREET TRAFFIC
see
TRAFFIC, CITY
These ter:ns
are not used - ----- IJRBAI1 '.l:RAFFIC
re'£er you to an
.>:'J!UCATI01� Alt!> TRAFFIC
c01.:
xx
.
STREETS
acceptable tenn
TRAFFIC ENJil:EERilC

table term
Accep
used in ca.rd catalog

sa

�

TRAFFIC SURVEYS
URBA?l TRAllS roRTATIOH

�
"see

al.so

EXERCISE
1.

Look at the fol1owin8 entry taken frO?n the Subject Heading List and answer the
following questions.
SOCIAL INTERACTION
sa Attention-seeking
Social distance
Socioroetrl·
x Human interaction
Interaction, Social
xx Psychology
Social psychology
Indicate true or false before each statement.
You may find books listed in the card catalog under the heading
''social interaction. "
You may find books listed in the card catalog under the heading
"humnn interaction. "
"So�icmetry" cannot be used as a subject heading in the card
catalog.
"Psycholoey" is a related headb:ig and can be found in the card
catalog for additional information.
To complete the rest of the exercises please use the Subject Headin� List
loca�e:i on the Ini'ormation Desk near the eard catnlog. (See Map iio. l.) K<?ep
your explanation and examples handy as you do these exercises.

2.

Look -..ip the topic "solar power. " What heading wil1 be used in the card catalog
instead of' the term "solar power?"

3.

Look up the new, acceptable subject heading (your answer to No. 2). This
heading wil1 be in bold print. Il!ll'.ediately under this heading you will. find
a list of words. List the f'irst and last sa (see also) headings beneath this
topic.

4.

The last group of words are the :x:x group. These are more see also references
which provide additior.al, related terms, often broader than those in the sa
group. List the f'irst and last xx words.

5.

Which of the three abbreviations (sa, x, xx) designates headings that will
not be found in the card catalog, but will l.ea<i you back to an acceptable
beading?
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At the bottom of most card cataloc cards , you will. find a series of words
called tracings (re·examine items 9 and 10 on the author or main entry card in
the example of catalog cards). These tracings are used by the library staff to
organize the catalog; however, they can be valuable to a student in two ways:
l) They direct you to additional subject headings ; and 2 ) They indicate some
of the main subjects treated in a particular book.
6.

Complete the following exercise.
Go

to the put�ic catalog. Look up the books filed under the topic DRUGS.
(SubJect headings on subject cards are typed in red or all. capital letters
in black. ) Locate the card for the book by Labin, Suzanne.
List the sub
ject tracings for book. {;· (Subject tracings are preceded by Arabic numerals. )

By noting these additional headiIJes , you gain possible extra subjects and
other interrelated topics.

t.·Corol A. Rcmineer, Introduction to Library Researc.lt and Bibliorra-phy,
(Davis: University of California Press, 1975).
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REFE.REt�CE BOO'KS
Any book which ia used as a source of in.formation or
to answer a question coul.d be cal.1ed a reference book.
preface, the table of contents, and the index
the moat .val�ble parts of the book wen
find information.

you

are

The

three of

a.re trying to

The preface explai.rul wen and how to use

a particular source; the table of contents lists subject or

chapter headings, giving the page number on which each begins;
and

the index, usu.ally located in the back of the book,

1s

an

alphabetical.ly o.rranged list of topics, names, o.nd places mentioned in the book

with

page numbers listed.

2

Tbe term "reference book'• usual.ly brings to mind certain

kinds

of books which

be consulted for information but a.re not meant to be read f'ran cover to cover.
are

two

types of reference books:

broad in scope,

and

are

l)

There

Those which contain the needed info.I"mE.l.tion, are

useful in many

subject areas.

These include encycl.opedias, dic

tionaries, handbooks, almanacs, biographical. dictionaries / atlases, etc. ; and 2 )
which tell the user where the infannation can be

round.

bibliographies, guides to the literature, and indexes.
books wD.l. be described briefly,

can

e.nd you will

Those

Here we have such sourc�s as
A few of these types of reference

be given short exercises to do in three

types of sources.
In

floor.

Booth Library the reference books are housed in the Reference RC>aD on the oain
To reach the Reference ROQU cane up the stairs , turn let't to face the circulation

desk, then take the corridor on

your

le.ft to the Reference Roan.

(See J.!ap .t�o. l.)

Books in the reference collection are identi.fied by a "Ref'' above the cal.1 nu:nber
in the card catalog.

A card catalog listing only those items in the Reference Ro0i!1 is

l.ocated near the reference desk.

�·

Reference books are to be used

1n

the Reference Roan

Pl.ease use the books near where they are shelved and return them prccptl.y to the

proper table or shelf so the next student can find them.
2John

L.

Lolley, Your Library, What• s

In

It For You? (H. Y. :

John Wiley, 1974), p. 86.

BICXJRAHIICAL SOURCES
A biography presents inf'or:nation about a person' s life.

The amount of information

can rf11l8e from a brief paragraph giving a mini:mum of facts to a complete book. or x:ru.l..ti
vo1UI!le work.

The reference collection contains many sourc es of biographical infor:r.a.tion.

Biography Index

(Ref Z 5 301. BS ) is located on Table No.

2

i n the Reference Roo::i.

is a guide to biographical information found in periodicals and books.
arranged by the name of ·the biographees.

It

The entries are

A l.ist of the biograp.
� ees,·by occupation or

Uol.ess otherwise noted, all. of the biograp.
�ees are American..

profession, is included,

Current Biogran.l-iy (Ref CT 100. ()3 ) provides informal sketches of liyes of people

They r:IJJJ.y

who are "in the news. "

be any nation9.lity or t'rcm any :field of work.

traits and other sources of information often accc,,;ipany the biographees.
cumulated each year.

In the

amiual volU!lle

,

R:>r

The issues are

the biographees are l.isted e.l.pha.betical.ly.

Other i:nportant sources of biographical inf'orcation arc Who' s Who in AI:larica which
provides biographical sketches of important living Americans and the Dictionary of
hy which provides long, scholarly articles about jµiporta.nt Americans
American Riogran
'Who

arc

no longer living.

As there are genera l. and subject dictionaries, and general and subject encyclo:;iedias,
there arc also eenera1 and subject aources of biography.

SCY.ne biographical. works are

devoted to prooinent people in n particule.r fiel.d · such as American Hen and Wo:nen of
Science (Ref

ct 1'1LA�7)

and Twentieth Century Authors (Ref Hl

771. KD6).

ALMAUACS
A general. almanac e.ivcs facts, statistics nnd basic infornation on almost every

thing

from A to Z.

It i.s an excellent source of statistics on population, business,

sports, and agriculture.
important events of the

Some govern:nent officials are even listed.

yeo:r

An e.l.manac lists

in which it is published, but a.1so includes :facts and

statistics fro:n previous years. 3
The World Almanac and Book of Facts (Ref AY

3i.olley,

op.

cit. ,

p. 87.

67.16 W7)

is a vecy important a.l!l!an.ac.
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Note thut the index to this book is in the front!
north of the Reference desk.

The most recent edition is shelved

Older editions are Ghelved in the Reference stacks by

caJ.1 number.

STATISTICS
The Statistical. Abstract of the United States (Ref F.A

202) is

probably the best

one-voluce source for statistics, su:n:narizing the social., political. and economicaJ. clevelopnents in the U.S.

T'oe chapter headings include such topics as education, population,

transportation, elections, finances and employment, and state c.nd local government.

The

infonr..ation is 1n tabul.e.r fol'T!l. 4
The most recent edition of Statistical. Abstracts is kept behind the Reference desk.
Previous volu:nes a.re shelved in the Reference stacks accord.i.og to ca.ll number.
Reference collection o..l.so includes llUUlY other U.S.

The

Census Bureau publ.ications.

SOURCES OF QUOTATIONS
otten a speaker needs a particul.e.r quota�ion to illustrate a speech.

Several sources

'.I.Vo important works are

or quotations are avnilable in the Reference collection.
described below.
Familiar Quotations by John Bartlett,

(Ref PN 6001. B27) ccc:nonly known as Bartlett' s

Familiar Quotations is the most :fa!:lous book of quotations.

The material is e..rn
r nged

chronoloe;ic.ally by author, but both an author index and: an extensive key word index are
included..

For ex.a.op.le Noel Coward' s quote about

".

• •

and dogs and Englishmen

• •• "

woul.d be listed under both "dogs" and "Englisbmen."
What The
y Said in 197 ; The Yearbook of Stx>ken Ooinion (Ref D UO. W�6 ) is e..re.nged
r
by broad subject areas, then al.phabetico..l.ly by speaker.

It includes c.ajor "quotes"

i;poken during the previous year by politicie.ns, authors, teachers , cril:dno..l.s , judges,
etc.

It has an extensive index and

is

a good source for locating recent quotations

which may not be found in any other source. 5
4i.olley, op. cit. , p. 105.
A. Katz, Introduction to Reference Work

5wil1ino

vol. l., p.

205.

(?rev

York:

McGraw

Hill, 1969),

,

DICTIONARIES

Genernl. dictionaries provide int'ormation abO'.tt words, their epelliDg, meaning,
pronunciation, derivation and use.
letter.

The worda ere entered eJ..phabeticeJ.ly J.etter by

Subject dictionaries contain

words

or terms used in a particular subject or

discipJ.�� ' such as l.nw., �ic, politica1 science, etc.
words

Specie.l. dictionaries contain

of specific type such as sl.ang, acronyms , synonyms, etc.

ENCYCLOPEDIAS

General. encyclopedias attempt to give an overview of information on almost
subjects.
betica.ll.y.

Articles within

thei:i,

al1

often written by experts, are usual1Y arranged n1pha-

Encycl.opedias can be either single volume or t:rulti-vol.ume work3.

the general. encyclopedias are shelved in bookcase
The Hew Encyclo-::>edia Britannica (Ref

AE

D

in the center of the Reference Room.

5. E363 1974) is issued in two parts.

10 volume Micro�edia is a ready reference source and an
paedia which contain:; long articles of great depth.

Most of

index

to

the

The

19 volume !�cro

Subject encyclopedias provide

more cor.iprehensive coverage of material in a particular field of study.

Two

such ency

clopedias are the Intcrnntionnl. Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences -- J.7 volu::ies
(Ref H «>. P2

(Ref

I

Q 121.1-13

5 ) and McGraw Hill Enc
yclo-:>edio. of Science and Technology -- 10 volu:nes

1971).

6Lolley, op. cit. , p. 86.
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EXERCISE
Go to the Reference Room to cc.mplete the following exercises.
No.

2

L

Use Bioe;raphy Index, VoL

Plense notice Map

for the loGation of the reference sources you will ueed in the exercise$.
7,

Look up Arthur Rubinstein.
"biog:r:lphy. "

Notice the citations listed under the her.ding

How !'!:my ite!":> are lfatcd under this heacUng?

If yo:i ·wanted to read a biography of Mr.

Rubinstein you could use these so•.ll'ce::.

According to the second cit9tioo, give the following information as to where
this biography can be found.
Title:
Year:
Pac;es:
2.

Find the biography you have listed in the answer to Question No.

1.

The

Current Bior:raphy Yearbooks are located on the she1'·es in the back of the

Referer.ce Rocc.

'lhe coll no.

is

CT

100

. ca

Accordine to the article , what is Mr.

Rubinstein' s United States business

address?

3.

Accordine to The World Almanac , 1976 , what horse came in second in the 1959
Kentucky Derby?
Name of horse:
Page no.

4.

of ouswer:

Use Bartlett' s Familiar Qµotations, 14th edition,
·

1968.

Using the keyword index, locate tr.e quote whicil be:;ins, ":'lever in the field
"
of hll:'lan conflict

What was the date?

Page no. of ansuer:
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FERIODICALS AND FERIODICAL IlIDEXES

Periodicals, sometil::les called magazines or journals, are a
val.uable source of in:for:nation.

When do you u.se periodical.s?

A:fter you have consu1ted the card catalog and have found all of
the available books on your subject/ you may wish to turn to
periodical.s.

The most recent material on a subject can be found

in periodicals.

This is especial.ly true in subject fields where

rapid changes and new discoveries are the ru1e, as in science,
technology, politics and statistics.

Some subjects are so new or

are of interest to so few people that there aren' t arzy books written on the.-u yet.

Peri

odicals will be the only sources of in:fomation on these subjects.
There are two kinds of periodical.s.

One is the ceneral interest periodical. which

is not limited to one cubject area but has articles on Il'.any subjects.
Newsweek, Atlantic

:.:onth.ly,

and Harner' s.

The second !'..ind is the professional. journal.

which contains articles on subjects that concern

a

particu1ar professio::i.

r.
English LangU<l.tJe Teaching Journal and Journal of F.cono::dc Thco:t""
of periodicals covering every conceivable area of interest.
est may be, there is probably a periodical. article about it.
sity libraries have periodicals in at least three forms.
most recent issues.

e.ged.

a

Exaoples are

There ere tho-.isands

lio tlatter what your i..
"lter
Most col�.ece and u.'liver

Current periodical.s are the

Bound periodicals are older issues which have been gathered tocether
_

and bound in a hard cover/ rese::ibling books.
older issues of

Exal:lplcs are

Microforms are sanetimes u.sed to supply

periodical. �hen paper copies are no longer available or have been dal::l

Microfilm is the most popu1ar form for periodicals.

are kept on the third fioor.

Periodicals in Booth Library

All forms of' any periodical title a.re shel.ved together

under the caJ.J. number for the periodical..

This incl.usles the bound copies / the

current

1.ssues and any issues on microf'i.lm..
Now you 1'..now where the periodica.ls are kept.
have articles on your subject?

But how do you !'..now which periodicals

How do you find the articles you wantz

Periodical. indexes indicate 'Where articles on a subject
are listed by subject and author and sanetbes by title.
periodical. indexes.

'l:lB.Y

be found.

There are

many

different

Each index cavers a group of periodicals of a certain

a ru1e these are general. subject groupings.

Although there are

we will concentrate on tbiee in this lesson.

These three

a.re

many

Articles

kind.

AB

different indexes,

Readers' Guide to Peri-

odical. Literature, Education Index and Business PeriodicaJ.s Index.
Readers' Guide to Periodical. Literature, 1900-to date, is shelved on bookcase
in the Reference Room..

It is one of the cost useful indexes because it indexes articles

fra:n J25 E;enere.l interest periodicaJ..s nnd .covers

al1

you v.Lll

curr

f'ind cumuJ.a.ted bound volUl!les as well as

yet been cucuJ..ated.. *

B

types of subjects.

On bookcase

B

ent oonthly issues that have not

In the front of each issue there is a list of other abbreviations

used for the titles of periodicaJ..s indexed and a list of the abbreviations used in the
index pl.us a sample entry which explains
A and

how

to read the entries.

See sample sheets

D.

Education Index, 1929-to date, is located on table Uo. 4 in the Reference Roan and
ia a subject index to education literature.

Although Education Index is primariJ.y

periodical index it al.so covers pa::iphlets, U.S. Office of Education reports

and

Business 1'::riodical.s Index, 19)8-to date, is al.so located on table No. 4.

This is

subject index to lit-crature in accounting, finance, advertising, ir.arketing, l.a.bor and

management, banking, insurance, and general business.
There

is

that

you will

mation:

About J25 periodicals are indexed..

a bound volume for each year plus curre::it monthly i.ssues.

When you use a periodical index be

l} author of the article; 2 )

CUmu.lated.:

sure

need to :find the article that

•} voJ.ume number of the periodical.; 5)
*

scr:ie

You will find both cumulated bound volum.es and current oo::ithly issues.

boo.ks.

a

a

All

that

you

you

wa.-it.

write
You

down al.l

will

title of article; 3}

of the information

need the following infor

title

of

date of the periodical; and 6}

the periodical;
page nu:nbers

of the entries in several. rionthly issues a.re put together 1n e.
single a1p.�ebet o.nd published in one volu::ne for the quarter. Once
a cU!!!Ul.ative volu::ie has been p-.l!>lished it is necessary to consult
the eariier issues covered by that cumulation.

of the articl.e.
in

Al.ways check the page entitled, "Abbreviations of PeriodicaJ.s Indexed"

the :front of the index that you are usin,3.

periodical. must be accurately written
next

step.

After you have

all

down

See sample sheet

or

you

A.

The title of the

will. not be eble .to proceed to the

of the information :fro;n the index, you

are

sult the computer print-out entitled, Booth Librar1 Periodicals List.
s�c,

copies of this print-out in the Reference Room,
5rd f'loor.

See sample list

c.

You will. find

and in the PeriodicaJ.s Room on the

The Periodicals List is an aJ.pbabeticaJ. list by title of

owned by Booth Library.

ready to con-

It wiJ.1 tell you

which

al.l

the periodicaJ.s

volumes of aey peri

odical. title the Library bas.

It al.so tells you which . vol.umes e.re on m.icrof'iJ;n a;id which

are

The call number for the perioc!ical is in the J.eft-hand

hard co-py (paper issue�.

ru.argin.

This is the way the call number

will.

ap�ar on the print-out
PN

P.N2.

Q3X.

This is the

way the SSI!l.e nu::iber wil.l appear on the periodical. 2 . Al.ways be sure to write de;�� the
. Q3x
entire call nu:nber. You will avoid a lot of lost ti.x:.e and frustration.
Most periodicals are shel.ved by call nu:nbe.r in the Periodicals Roo::i on the third
floor of the J.ibrary.

A few periodicaJ.s are shelved in the Reference Roo:n.

These are

u.sually abstracts or indexes which are considered periodicals because they are publishea

on

a

rcguJ.ar basis.

The PeriodicaJ.s List

is in the .PcriodicaJ.s Roo:n

or

will.

tell you whether the p-�blicatiou you want

in the Reference Room.

The most current issue of a

ula.r periodical. is often kept in the "popule.r periodicals roan."

Fran

pop-

time to ti=e the

loose issues of a periodical. are gathered up e.nd sent to the bindery to be bound.
ing usual.l.y ta.ltes :from sLx to e�ht weeks.

When the loose issues a.re removed

shelves a red plastic card telling �hich issues have been taken and
were

sent to the bindery is placed on the shcl..f.

you if'

the

free

Bindthe

date when they

A red plastic card is also used to tel.l.

n periodical. bas been placed on reserve for

n

particular class.

If

this is the

case the periodical. can be found in the Rese.rve Roo:n on the enst corridor of the second
f'loor.

Unbound perioaical..s ca..'"I be checked

out

overnight.

Feriodical.s on reserve can be

checked out for watever period of ti.x:.e is specified by the instructor.

SAMIT;E SHEET A

READERS' GUIDE

ABBREVIATIONS OF

PEmCDICALS INDEXED

For full Information, consult f>')ge.s vll·xl

Earth Sci-Earth Sclenco
•Ebony-Ebony
Educ Di�est-Edue&tion Digest
•Encore-Encore American le. \Vorldwfdo
Environment-Environment
Esquire-Esquire
Esleoco--Essenco

Aging-Aging
Ara Artist-American Artist
Am Educ-American Education
•Am Heritag&--A.merican Herita�
Am Hi.st lllus-American Histol)' Illustrated
Am Schol-American Scholar
•America-America
Americana-Americana
•Am�ricu-Americu
Antiques-Antiques
Anticiues }-Antiques Journal
.Arch1t Rec-Architectural Record
Art In Am-Art in America
Art News-Art News

-

•Atliwtic-Atlontic
Atlas-Atlas World Press Review
Audubon-Audubon
Aviation W-Aviation Weelc & Spoce Technology
•Bet Hom & Card-Better Homes and Cardens
BioScience-BioSclence
Einck Entcrprisc-Blaclc- Enterprise
Bloir & Ketcbums-Bla!r & Ketchum·s Country

Journal

Eull Atom Sci-Bclletin of the Atomic Scientisb
Bus W-Business Weelc

Car & Dr-Co.r and Driver
Ce::iter Mag-Center Magazine
Change-Chango
•changing T-Changing Times
Chemistry-Chemistry
Child Today-Children Todny
Chr Cent-Christi(\n Century
oday
Chr Today-Christ�ty T
Ccmmonweal-Conunonweal

Conservationist...-Conservationist (Albany)

CrawcLaddy-Crawd:uldy

Cra.f�reativo Crofts

Cur Health-Current Health
Cur Hist-Current History

2

CurTOnt-Current (Washington, D.C.)
Cycl&-Cyclo

Dance Mag-Danco Magaz.lno

State null-Department of Stato Dullettn
D�aJgn (US)-01'.slgn (Un!ted Statea}
Dept

DoWD

Deat-Down Boat

M t/35/TI

-

Mag

Cro.ft Hom-Craft Horizon.I
Q-ect

•Focus-Focw

•For AIT-Foreign AffoJrs
For Pol-Foreign PolJcy
•Forbes-Forbes
•Fortune-Fortune
Futurist-Futurist

Gbmour-Gl:unour
•cood H-Cood Houselceeplilg
'Gourmet-Gourmet
llaz-Ha.rper•s Bazaar
•Harpers-Harper's
Hl F
f-High Fidelity o.nd Musical America
Hist Today-History Today
Hobbier-Hobbies
Holiday. See 'trav/Holidny
•Horizon-Horizon
Howe &: C:ird-House & Cnrden incorporating
Living for Young Homemakers
Hum Behav-Human Behavior
Humanist-Humanist

Cong Digest-Congr�ional Digest

Rea Mag-Consumers· Research

edition)

F1ying-Flying

ff.up

Commeutary-Commentazy

•eonsumen
azJno

FDA CoD.SUmer-FDA Consumer
Fam Handy-Famil y Hand• r
· nr.n
•Fam He lll th-Family Hea th incorporating Todny'1 Health
.
Field &: S Flcld & Stream
Film Comment-Film Comment
Fint World-Fi�t World
Flower i.e. GD.rd-Flower and Carden (Northern

(

AJtronomy-Astronomy

•Consumer Rep-Consumer Reports

News

·

Int Wadllle-Intemational Wlldl!fo
InteUec:t-Intellect
•J.,adie1 Home J-Ladles' Homo
lJv WiJ�l.Jving Wlldemess
M I.abcw R-Monthly
McCalt.-McCcl.l'a
Mocleaos-Maclenn•a

Labor

Journal

Rcvfew

M&dcmol&elle-Madcmotsello

MW!nd-MMlind

lil�t.fechanlx Illwtnit.cd
Money-Money
MO"
..h
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SAMPLE SHEET B

WOM E N
LD-dles

as
on

73 0 22
. SP.ace
women: NASA testing. 11 Time 102 :
.
'll N fi '73.
Vvomen �n shuttle vass.enzer�. '. .fill� World
J"-11-119 :22 N '78
:.�
..
M����..!?-<2.thl�t �_ §i. c
� ., "'O
,.... llb

for

1

·
astronauts
tha pad? NASA testing. Tlma 102:
'73

.

4

��.�_)lf.!.11_�.:U��t:w.o.::.�. a-ce.•.l..� -..;.· ert and N.
�
.--�Jio.rc20n" ii SJ.:icrta...IP.t1�. :rn(.il
:J4·bert
· B�!- J�.5
N.
ioser;;;. H.
. Pfof"framniect to
,

2-J

.

':.-2
G..:.

oe

Vlillie.mzon.
11 Sporta Iilu� S8:60-2+ Jo 11
.
"I"
is unfa1r to -women. B. G11bert and N.
Willfo
...1son. il S:pc:rm Illtls SS :83-92+ iti:y 28
..-:'73 ; S�me abr. Read Digest 101}:123-7 Ja '74
Th�se ..A.toms are Eve c ; Atoms track club.
U Sr Schei 102:14-15 Ja 29 '73
.f1.«f3 o;Z.c. o
Sports for worr1en
also
names of women
athletes.
e.g.
0. Korbut

=

Spo�t

:f

6

·

The e.xru:iple above is a typica1 entry, ta.ken :fran the Readers' Guide to Pericx!icaJ.
Literature.

The infonn.ation and arrangement

periodical indexes because they are

all

in

this exa:nple can be applied to other

arranged the Sal:'le.

L

Identifies the subject.

2.

Article titles under a subject are listed a1phabetically.

3.

Identifies the author.

�.

Frequently there wil.l be no specific author of a tiagazine
article as in this entry.

5.

Identifies the magazine title, volu::le, pages and date of
issue. T:�is is the infon:iation needed to locate a copy of
the article to read.

6.

ntis is a cross reference and rifers you to other related
topics to carry on your search.

1Adapted

from

a Library Guide produced by El.gin Com::iuni-ty Coll�ge, �in, lll.inois.
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EXERCISE
The following questions are designed to help you analyze a subject and choose
the apr-ropriate index in uhich to find inforr:iation. ·Decide which index, Education
Index, Business Periodicals Index, or Readers' Guide, is most suitable to find the
1nf'ormation reqtlested belcw.
1.

c.

Locate a 1976 article by G. Volsky on Cuba' s foreign policy.
information:

Give the followir:e

a)

Title of article

b)

Complete title of periodical. (use l.ist of abbreviations in front of inde;:)

c}

Vol.t:Illc number

d)

Pages

f)

i-lhich index tlid you use to find the above information?

Locate a 1975 article by J. r:urr::iy on the effect of cost ::ind standard of livir.=:
on the activities and expenditures of prcretirees. Give the follo-.:i.r.a info�
mation;
a)

Title of article

b)

Co:nplete title of periodical (use list of abbrevi.:itions in front of ir:•k:-:)

c)

\·01umc.

d)

Paees

e)

Date of periodical.

f)

What addition:i.l subject headings are given that would lead you to more
i�fonnation? (l.ist 2 )

number

68

3.

Use Education Index, voL

2!3.

Look under the subject hec.ding camping.

the article on camping out for credit.

Fi':ld

Copy down the complete citation as you

have done in the previous questions.

a)

Citation

Using the Periodicals List (copies are in Periodicals Rocm, Reference Room and
SMC) look up the call nuwber for the journal title in the above answer.
b)

Call number

Now :find the journal and locate the article.
c)

\·/ho were the directors of this trip?

Use the Periodicals List to ans•.1er the followine; questions :
4.

S.

Look up the periodical

�·

•

�------�

a)

1·:hat is the call nUI:lber

b)

lihich volumes are hard copy

c)

Which volur.ies arc on r.:icrofil.m

d)

\.'here are the microfilm copies sheived

e)

Does Booth Library cwn vol.

39

Whet is the call number of Ebony?
�/here is the �ost current issue shelved?
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MICROFORMS
Microfonns are a growing, i:nportnnt part o'i: a li
brary collection.
of microforms are microfilm, microfiche and microcard..

T"ne three types

Microfilm is J.6= or SS::::m wide

film that bears a photographic record on a reduced scale of
printed or other graphic matter.

1.ficrofiche is a sheet of

film, tlUch like the negative of a photograph.
an

1-!icrocard is

opaque card with microscopic print.
Booth Library' s micro:form collection is located in the

Sel:f'-Study Materials Center (SMC).

'l''ae ne'Cessary indexes to

these cicrofo:nn l!ID.terials, along with the equiµnent :for view

ing end fpr making hard copy prints are located next to the
collections in the s:.ic.

See Hap No.

3.

SMC staff' meI:lbers are available

during library

hours to of'f'er assistance.
ID the following exercises you will learn about clicro:film and microfiche.

Pl.ease

read the following expl.ana.tions and procedures carefUll.y and refer back to them when
you do the exercises.

=�'�======a�.'J
� \.
; ._

_

n

___.I. �

_

u

�

V)

I
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Newspapers contain much in:for:nation on a wide variety of subjects and a.re espe-

ciall.y

useful. in finding facts on current topics.

The current issues of newspapers

are located on the third t:loor in the hallway by the Periodicals Room.
issues �e· kept here also.

Some back

However, back issues of the major newspapers, such as the

New York Tines , Christian Science Monitor, Wash
ington Post, Wall Street Journal, and
others, are on microfilo in the Seli'-Study Materials Center (SMC).
In order to use the r.1ateria.l available
the appropriate newspaper index.

bookcase A.

{See Map No.

2).

newspapers, you must be able to use

The indexes for all the newspapers,

York Tir:les, are located in the $1-:C.
on

in

T"ne llew Yori-. Tbes Index is

except the New

in the

Reference Rocr.i

The articles are indexed by subject, o.nd the entry

usually gives you the dD.t<:: , page, colu:nn, a."ld in scne cases, the edition.

For e:xru:iple,

there may be Midwestern, Eastern, and Western editions printed of the same dayf s paper.
The exercises to be ccnpleted deal o:'lly with the ?le·,.. Yorl': Ti.-::es nnd the Christio.n
•

Science ?'.onitor.

When you need to use other newspapers and their indexes, be sure to

read the "How to Use" section at the bcgipning of the hid.ex since co.ch newspaper index
may vary slightly in the entry form.

The New York Times newspaper bas the most comprehensive coverage of national. and
international. news of any newspaper pubJ.ished in the United States.

The Index to this

newspaper presents a classii'ied condensation of the history of the world as recorded in
the New York Times.

It consists of abstracts of news and editorial. matter (entries)

entered under appropriate headings.
The Index includes news and ed.itoria1 matter f'rom the fina1 Late City Edition as
well as the SWlday supple:nentary sections.

T'aere are elso sme e.dvertiseoents included

in the Index if they are news related and likely to be of interest to the reader.
The L"ld.ex is arranged al.p.'10.betical.ly by headings or subjects.

The entries or arti

cles unde.r each head.i.ng are arranged chronological.ly by date of a.rticJ.e except in the
case of Book Revie-r1s, Deaths, Theater Reviews, and the like, were an al.p'!labetical.
arrangement is core preferable.
Story J.cngth indicators (L, M, S) appear a:fter sooe of the entries.

(L)

indicates

a long story of over two colu::ms; (M) a mediu:u sized itc::i of up to two columns; and (S}
a

short ite:n of half a colu::m or J.css.

Each entry concludes with the citetion--the date,

page, and col\llllll of the story4 s publication in the Tir.ies.

� by R

main news section are idcnti.fie

oman

Sunday sections other than the

n\l!:leral.s followin« the date.

Cross references are o.rr�ed in elphabctical. order and are of three different types.
The "use" references guide the reader f'rCCl a synonym or en inverted term to the preferred
:torm.

A

"see" cro�s reference leads you f'ro:n a term not used in this Index to a term

used in the IndeY-

"See a1so" cross references guide f'rau headings with entries to

related topics.
Booth Librnry has the complete collection of the New York Tines on microfil.::1.
:tinal. Late City Edition is the same edition that is microfilmed.

The

For the following exer

cises you will. need the New York Tbes Index and the c..icrofiJJ::l edition of the newspaper.
Remember, the New York Tices Intlex is located in the Reference Room on bookcase
other newspaper indexes are in the SMC.

A.

Al.l
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The Christian Science Monitor is an internat ional newspaper which is published
The indexes are located in the s�
: c.

in several editions.

Under each subject are subtopics which are underlined,
of the article.

where iW
?

Afte� the title,

Midt.Testern, W

•

•

Each Index i s

The subjects are i n bold black prin t .

arranged alphabetically by subj e c t .

follo�ed by the title

there may be regional edition citations

Western, E

•

Eastern.

will be found under the column ALL EDITIONS.

Otherwise the citation

The citation itself includes

Below is an example entry from the 1977

date of issue, page , and column.
Index.

REGIO�AJ. EDITIO�
SUBJECT

l�;·1: .�1·

CITATIO:�S

- •••• '

"AHCOA \IATERF'ALL" HOK I ESR I ; ESSAY-JANE HOLT Z KAY
�
.ri.:>
..WO
..._
.. '->
U...
....
<=
· ....
" L I CHTlllNC AT THE FOOT OF F U J I " H O K"IJ S A ..._.
M\I .JA 1(}-io-1
.:oss r•-<ILY THE 1 P A l ll T l l:C KOSSCS1

':J-i

JAPUICSC

TH(

LCUVll (

AR

M ( H! \l ?OL I T A N

T

DECO

SEE N

MUSEt. '1 01'

L ? U�P ! :

A llT

sec

...., J A 19-1 8- 1
n t.
s
u . s . -us
(•SH IOll S

:�i...

•
•

--..
-.,-"""
..!L
E .J A 10-1 0-1 p
p

C

JA

1 9- 2 2- 1

JA. 13-HF-1
JA 16-HF-l

P

�CTROPn�tTA tl MUS(UM

MUSEU�S $(( TH!
PATkD�ACC SCE ART U� O £R 6USINESS , u . s .
P "TFi'Y set ""m"v u••OCA

"r5rr:> .\TtQ•1
�LLE S

$�£

AM E R I C A N S

S'Ciii.PT u R E

"Tit[

CCLLECTlo'

.f..1.:.,.t; :- C'fv4T t Ot;�
I N�� · T t �C

YOUloC

f,

IN A
AUC.

H E R"

STE

W I L L I AM Z O R AO ;
SSAY-JA
COL LECTI O N A T N. Y . MO.
O O t T U AR
wo o�=�T 1 8 £ ST I A R Y ' A flTO» t o FRAS
•
StE •l SO UND ER C/.RT ER , J lr·f1't' :
If t.
" VSH AS"

p
p
D I N; ESSAY-CH R I STOPHER AttOREAE
KAY
p
MW NA 19-22-4
\I JAH19-30-4
E JA 19-26-4
OF 20TH CtNTUAY ART

HO T Z

SW I SS

��
t .t. V<;CR, J U ST I U N

f<

•

"SEE" REFERENCES

PACE

SUBTOPICS
DATE OF ISSUE

"SEE ALSO"

REFERENCE

JA 20-16-1
JA
4-HF-1
JA 21-tff-1

COLUMN

NEYISBANK

What' s in a name?

Plen�

Uewsban.'c is a microfiche

collection of news clippings taken frOt!l 190 newspapers in
the United States.

These cl.ippi.ngs are collected, cata.

1oged, �d . indexed in thirteen easy to use subject category indexes.

These detailed indexes, updated monthly, pro-

vide easy access to a1l major categories.

The syste:n of

indexing news o.ccording to category not only a.ll.ows the user
.

.

to quickly find what he w-ants, but often gives
spective on various issues

or

a.

national per-

trends throughout. the country.

The tiajor subject categories, co.ch indexed in an individual. volu:ne e.re:

Health

Busine�s and Eco::icrrlc Develop::lent
Consu:::er Affairs
Education
Em:;>1oyment
Environoent
GovCl"l1l:lerrt Structure

When to use llewsben..'c?
mation on n:ruiy subjects.

A:nytme!

Housi."'.{; t.c Urba."l Renewal.
Law and Order
1':>litico.1 DeveloJX::ent
Socio.! Rel.ations
Tra.n:.;porto.tion
We1fo.re o.nd Poverty

ncwsbe.nk is a valuable source of

It is also useful in tracing an issue

or

current

infor-

trend back in time

or pinpointing it to a spccii'ic geographic 1ocation.

How

to use llcwsbank?

these easy steps
into the SMC.
Step 1.

• • • •

Eas�

To 1ocate infol'!:l!ltion on a particular topic--follow

The indexes to 1;ewsba.nk are on the r�ht hand wall as you ccce

(See Map Ho.

3).

Guide to the Index

The Guide to the Index is e.n al;phabetical. listing or subject ter.:i.s which directs
the user to the appropriate subject bdex.

In other words, look up your topic in the

Guide and it will tel.1 you which of the 13 subject indexes to use to :find specii'ic
citations to articl.es on y(Jl1X' topic.
Please notice the exam:ple given on the following peee.

Articl.es on gasoline will

be :found in both the Business e.nd Econcm.ic Develoment and the Consucer Affairs subject
indexes under the main headings "Energy Supplies" e.nd "Gasoline. "
:find "cross" references and "see eJ.so" references.

On occasion you will
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Also included in the Guide is a Nrune Index which al.phabetical.ly lists the n�es
of peop.le, organizations, l.aws, reports, and projects which a.re pro:ninent in urbe.n
and public affairs news.

Each entry illcludes the subject category, microfiche number

and location desi6ziation of the article on the microfiche.
Step 2.

Subject L"'ldexes

You have fou."ld you::- topic in the Guide to the Index and retrieved the ap-;iropriate
subject index f:rO':!l the zhel.f.

The subject indexes faclude both broad and specific

headincs plus geographic locations for n..'\l'ly of the entries.

The geoeraphic locations

enable the user to locate articles on a topic vi
thin a particular state.
indexes a.re updn.ted conthly and cumulated qum:tcrl.y ar.d annually.
index is located in the uppe.r ri&ht bnnd corr.er of the psge.

The subject

The date o:f' the

This dnte is important

because the rnicroi'iche is arranged in the file by subject category and by date (year).
Pl.ease look at the exru:rple below.
note the 11\lI:lbers and letters following the entry.

Don' t panic--these are i::erely

the microfiche card nu::nber lllld the loca�ion des:4;nation of the articles on the cicro:fiche.

So for each cit<ltion you find jot down the year and subject index you are u:;ir.g

plus the n�ber and letters given for the r.U.crofiche.
In the exanple below, the microfiche location for an article on alternative energy
resources in ll1inois is 2:G4-0.
index DIVIRON?·�NT, Jan.

The subject, energy resources, is found in t.
'le subject

19Tl.
nargy Resources

/nclud�• use�1ch. tAplor•tiofJ.. 1nd d•.-elopm•nt of

•ntrgy resourcn Forrrucle�r fflergy. ,,,. N..deOT PC>We<
•nd R1dioictive Pollution; for co�/ miniftg. IH Mines eod

MAIN Hf.ADI.

Mintral Rnourr:-.

SPECIFIC

�

� olte•nate cne<gv sources 19""erall
�
C.
:<i
llEAOI
A•izona: Phoc:>i•
93•ba)! 10 energy - 2:F 14
Connecto::u1

CEOGFAPHIC
LOCATIOU

-��-

wood - 2:G1

· Illinois

wind

-2:

Kan$M
wo0<$ - 2:G2.3

Microfiche card number
ROW on fi<:he

·

·

·

Colu:nn s on fiche

Now 1ook at the same

subject category.

J.977

card no.

be.low to see how the n.rticl.e would appear on the

To locate the articl.e, :find the nicrofiche :for the ENVllWNl.fE!iT
'

actu.a.l micro:fiche.

. the

exal:!lpl.e

The categories a.re color coded to match the subject index.

microfiche collection (the date is at the uppe.r r�t).

·2

(the. nu:nber is above the date).

SeJ.ect microfiche

Find row G lllld columns

4-6.

Each :fra.:ie

on the microfiche is numbe.red and 1ettered, so :finding the correct one is easy.

��

CARD 2

.

ENVIRONMENT

\hb•11 Aff•tf'l l .. wy

January, 1977

c..., . ..,..,c 197' u ....e ..,�. '""·

A
B
Rows

c
0
E

-

F
� G
1

2

3

�1.

r,c;

GI)

4

5

6

t f

7

8

!)Columns

9

10

11

12

Select

·13

14
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EXERCISE

1976

In the

"-i.tatjons.
l.

New

York

Tin:es Index, find material on plants.

Read through th�

3

additional topics �ee also references) you cou�d look under for
List
related material.
a)
b)

c)
2.

Take a close look at all the entries under the
listed?

3.

heading

plants.

How are they

(circle appropriate letter)
date

a)

chronolocically by

b)
c)
d)

i'rcm general to sr:ecific

of article

in no specific order

ol�houetic�lly

'There is

an article en ". . .

incrE:asing nta:tber of people ,;ho have beccr.��
"
On wh:?t d�te did the article

disenchimted with grc.uinr. ho·.ise plants
ar,pe:ir

-1.

in the

Hhot pace and

n<:·..r:::p�;,:.E:l"i'

in �1hat

column does the article appear?
col\::"'.r.

�.

Go to the microfilm and

have

read the article ,

a)

Who

b)

Hhat

find

the article used fa o_uestion 2

ans\':cr

the

ar.d 3.

\ofllen yon

followiq; 2 f!Uesticn:;:

·wrote the art.i.cle?
i::: the only plant that

th•?

woman

in

the

ai-ticl-::

still 10•1es?

EXERCISE
Ann

l.

Get the 1975 Annual Index to the Christian Science Monitor.
'lse the subject Colorado.

Turn

to page 62

In what regional edition would you not find the article "Telephone rates
Dwight Brass finds pressure uorks?"

---------�

Use the "Grand Junction" article to answer the next 3 questions.
2.

What does E stand for?

3.

What date does the article appear in the Midwestern edition?

4.

Using the Midwestern edition, what does 7-1 stand for?

5.

If you wanted to read the article "Denver, 11 under wi1at subject ':ould you loc:�?
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EXERCISE
Please complete the following exercises using Newsbank.
your procedure instructions handy for easy reference.
l..

Don' t forget to keep

Using the Guide to the Ir.dex, look up the topic "land acouisition. "
Which three subject indexes are listed as having entries on this topic?
c)

a)
b)
2,

Using the subject index Political Develo:i:ment (J�·-Sept. 1976 ) , find the
beading "women in politics."
Is there an article available on "caucuses?"
No
If yes, which state is the article about?

3.

4.

Use the subject index Er.viror.n:ent (Aueust, 1977).
a)

Under what u:ain headir.g wou1d you find an article on "volcanoes?"

b)

What is the microfiche card number and location desicnation fer an
article on "hazard areas in Califol'?:..ia?"

Usir.� your answer to �uestion 3b, find the a:icrofiche _in the file ar.d
view it or. the reader. Answer the following questio�::;.
The article is taken from the following newspaper:
a�) Title of �ewspaper

��������-

b)

City and State

d)

Complete title of article

e)

Author of article
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BASIC RESEA.�CH STRATEGY
any

The assignr.ient of
many

students

type of l.ibrary research can strike i'ear in the heart oi'

but don' t despair

• • •

. • .

there are

a

few tricks to make the job I!lUch
In

easier--start early, don' t panic, and go about it system.atica.l.ly.
your research in
records of

an

th�

orderly

canner

infomation

other words, plan

and }:eep exact

you

i'ind.

li!ost of the exercises in this 1earning
package are des�ned to teach you

"how

to

find" inf'or::iatio:i in the library, but the
purpose of this section is to he1p you keep
trnck of w'!le.t you find.
Your search strategy will

vary

so::ewhat

depending on the type of in:for.:iation needed,
but

a

few basic steps shou1d be kept in mind.

First : Choose pur subject caref'ul.l.y.
in.

It can actu.al.1y be

fu."l

Try to select one that you are intere::ted

to track· dow:i infornation on SOJ:ething you feel stro�ly

about.
Second : Make a urelbinary searc.'1 for material. in the library.
exercises in the pacl�age
ject headings.

1f

"'i.ll

hely!

where

the

) A good place to start is the card catal.()f; and sub

your subject isn' t in the card catalog e.nd there are no related sub

jects ("see also" references ) , then you
too special.ized,

(Here' s

or

!:lay

have problems.

Your subject is too

too recent to be entered in the catalog.

On

the other he.nd,

narrow,

ii'

your

subject is there and there are raany subtopics and "see also" references under it, your
subject is too broad.
When you've finished chec.'-:inl; the card catalog, briefly check through
index that covers
that

yoll!'

subject--:::.aybe the Readers' Guiee.

were mentioned before for the card catalog.

references.

Too

many

n

pc::-iodical.

Keep the same points in mind

Hotice the subtopics and "see al.so"

of these i.�dicate your subject is too bread. · Any one o� the sub

topics cou1d be a subject in itself'.

ry readiri.g.
Thil·d : Do scce btrOO.ucto

Read about your subject in e.n encycl.opediA.

'.Olis will give you an overview and some background ttaterial..
the article to see if there is a bibl.iography
writing the article).

list of sources that the author used in

l·�ybe scc:e of the sources he mentions can help you.

Fourth : Mal-..e an outline.
mind.

(a

Al.so, check at the end of

By this t.i!:le you shoul.d have your subject pretty well in

Sit d01m and make a tentative outl.ine.

Write do-,,n the major idee. that yo-J. wish to

invest�ate, then break this idea down into all the points you wish to caver in the order
they are to be treated.

�

rial..

:

With outl.ine in hand you a.re now ready to start go.theri.� your source I:late

}{'ere is where your strategy wiJ.l vary the most.

For instance,

if you want very

current materinl. on your subject you would probably start with periodical. articles and
newspapers.

If' you wish specific facts or bacl;gro�C. :::ateriaJ.,

nn encyc1opedia or a.l.tianac would be a likely place to start.
start, kcc'O track of what you find.

a

reference book such as

{;ardl.ess of where you
But re

HCY.Y?

Note cards!
Read

through

the oatcrial. at bend, then go back throi.:ch it and take notes

facts and ideas that see::? ir.rport�!t for you to use.
of your notes is

by tlak.int;

notec<l!'ds.

on

A vcrJ convenient way to keep track

Use cards of unifor.:i size

--

3 x 5 or "" x

6.

Al\.-ays include the following L'1.for::iation for each reference:
l.

Topic - heading :fro:u your outline.

2.

� -

for books, include author' s full no:ne, canplete title of

book, publisher, place and de.te of publication and page mI:lber you have con
sulted; for periodical. articles and ne·,,.spapers include author ' s name, titl.e
of article, titl.e of periodical. pl.us t::onth, day, volU!lle and pages of article.

(Be

accurate in recording the source of inf'ormatio:l.

This notecard can be

used in canpil.ing your bibliogra.p.1Jy· and .footnotes if these are required. )
3.

Call

n1.I:!!ber of: book or periodical. - in case you need to go back t o

the sources for chec..'d.ng or fUrther infomation.
4.

Infon::ation you inter.d to use.

the

This can be a tricky one.

If' you
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guote the author directly, be sure to denote this on your note card by quo
tation marks a.round the author' s

words.

forget a direct quote and be guilty of

Don' t rely on your r:i.emory--you may

plagiarism.

information you have just read, Stiain be care:f'ul.

If' you paraphrase the
!·!ake sure that you do

en out of co�text
not lose the proper ceaning when the information is tak
.
and rewritten in your own words.

It is not enough to merely change

a

word

here and there; you tiust take the centra1 idea and rewrite your own interpretation and in your own words.
record factual data.

You 'day aJ.so use a notecard to merely

Be sure to record all cata accurately as well as cco-

pl.ete in.for.nation of your soU!'ces.

Then ycro:r: notecard

to be incorporated into your finished product.

is

ccrnplete and ready

Lastly, you mo.y wish to use

a notecard to record a critical. or evaluative c�ent about

a

book or person.

As before, careful.l.y put do;m all the inforcation on your source, even the
ca1l number in case you wish to
In su::i:,:&ary let' s

review

check

back for riore information.

the five basi� cteps in research strate{)Y.

First - choose your subject ca.reful.l.y
Second - t:18.kc a preli-jnary search
Third - <!o some introducto!"Y reading
Fourth - l!'.ake a.'1 outline
Firth - :;tart gathering waterial and keep trac..� of
'What you find O:l llO'i".ECAP.DS
'When these steps have been accCinplished, with notecards in hand you are ready to

put

together the fina1 product.

Be accurate and thorough in recording information on

your notecards and they wil.l serve you well not only in writing your
in co::ipiling footnotes and bibliographies.

paper,

but aJ.so

Note the three exaoples be1ow - each shows a dif'i'erent

TOPIC --_;,_-+-Ra."°•

LIBRARY' S
CALL No.

S1'i!on.

use

of notecards.

----------,

�Tho Cot-oputor as An Tn�el1e:t�l

Tool ,� Th
� t�!or.��!�� ��velut• en,
Colo�
Advert.1sa"!ont Supr?enont Prop�r6d �y tho
lnto:-r..>t1onal F..Oora!ion for In for>... tion
Processing .
Tho 1:•. York T'iJaes (��y 2) •
soc. 1 1 . p.9.

SOu�CL

.,

A �sic

con� "rt

in the

use of co.,pute:-s today

INFOR! '.ATIOM
·
1s

I

dravin& con�luslons, al'l'i other intollectu.al tasks are
loft

to

I

t.�o h\!.T�n brain.

C.:
.'ll.'i CIVI!.i z:.TION
901
P6Jd

P.o\P.A�!
RASE OF
WORDS
AlID JDZAS

__
_
_ AUTHOR'S
_
_

that rout1r.o but h.1&h ca�city info:-rr��io:> hanc!l�ni;
tas'*� al"& tivc:i t.o tho -:c:t.;>utor, but r..a�:.r.,; dec\s!:>:is,

-----------,

Stl!Art (..:! . ) . ;:-..- tb'-J:I o:qv•!lj-'tion .
S..v Yo'r"k l >'<:Cr�w-Hill !look Co:pan;. 1�61. p . 1 1 .

Pi&&ott.

•C:h1li::at1c;:> is sor:othi ne ar1.H'1c�al a rrl !'"-'!"--..>de,
tho rosult of rA�!r.g tools of 1r.cr��s1n� co�r1exity in
re$ronso to the cnlari;in� ccnc�pts �r co:":":"
.!l\lly l!fo

�_1��·s

evoh1r.

:-.l�h. •

RoC
6?.1.)84

C7J�

r. !"·-�,.!'";') �f
�!='-.'i.;y?f
F.l�t;on1r s, ).;:! f'd. 1:�,, Yeric : l:o.,at"C!
s._� Co:r;po.ny. Inc., 1$6?.

Craf, �c.:lolf

Usol'ul for
oC vnting.

d of1 n1 t1ons ; ropul�r

'*'•

EVALUATIVE
co:-::-�HT

styl•

·
'-------- ---------------

1
Jean Key Gates.

Hill, 1962),

p.

24L

Guide to the Use of' Books e.nd Libraries.

(New York:

?·ic:Graw
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EXERCISE
The follc.wing excerpt is taken
.F'rank F. Fraser, published

in

frcm

:Soston

Library' s call number for this

book

-

NC/IBCARDS

page

82 of Wilderness ond Plenty by

by Houghton Miffl.in

Ccn:.pany, 1970.

The

is QH

541.. 13

.D�

"There can be no greater coral obligation in the enviroI'..rnental field
than to ea:;e out the livine space and replace dereliction by beauty.
l�ost r-eople will never kr.ow true wilderness altho�h its existance will
!he n€sr landsca�e is valuable
not be & natter of indii'ference to ther.i.
and lovable because of its nearness, not scmething to be disregarded and
shrugged off; it is where children are reared ar.d what they tel:e EY:1ay
in tr.eir r.iinrls to their 1.or:.g future. What ground coul.d be rr.ore hallc:-1? "1
Using

the lnform'lt'i.on

above,

write

a

notecard for this book - refer to the

exaoples 13iven on a pr�vicus page.
Be sure to include:
briefly

topic , call

r-arnphrase the author' s idea s

.

:

number and

ccr.iplete

source information, tten

•

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1Frank F. Fraser.
1970), p. 82.

Wilderness and Plenty.

(Boston:

Houghton Mifflin Company,
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FOCY.rNOTES AllD BIBLIOORAFHIES
When you write a term paper

or

a research paper you will be expected to consult

several sources and take material f'rc:m the works of other authors.
ideas and express them in yo".Xr
as it

wa�

own

words.

You may use their

Or you may wish to use SOille material ouch
If you

presented by the origbal author or even quote the author directly.

use. the ideas of another author in unaltered fo:n:i or quote him, you t:!USt give that
author credit.

To fail to do so is a form of cheating ca.11.ed plagiarism.

It is much

as if you were to ta.
lte an answer fro:n your neighbor' s :paper during an exru:Unation.
You can give the or�ina1 author the credit to which he is entitled through the use of
footnotes and bibliographies.
Footnotes cite the specific page of a work f'rom which the writer has taken
tation or en idea.

e

quo

They may be placed either at the foot of the page or in nUI:1erical

order at the end of the paper.

The bibliography is a list of ell of the works cited

in the footnote:; and appears at the end of the pnper.

The purpose of the footnote and

the bibliO(;raphy is to enable the reader to find the work cited.
must be given for the reader to be able to do so.

Enough information

Certain items of information �ust

always be included, and they must always be given in the s&111e order.
certain rules of punctuation which must be followed.

There ere nl.so

The order in wbir:h the ite:is of

information are listed and the rules of punctuatio:i which must be followed, t<1ken
together, are the form of the entry.
There is no singl.e correct fore.

Acceptable form will vary sa:newhat eccordir-t; to

the manual of style consulted and the nature of the subject.

l�ethods of citatio:i in

law and the sciences are different f'ro:n those used in the hun:<1nities.

You should always

check with the instructor to see if any style is preferred before beginning your :;>aper.
The rules which follow and which you will use in this. course are generally acceptable
for papers in the social sciences and humanities.

They are taken from Kate L.

Turabian,

A Manua1 for Writers of Teri.l Pa-oers, Theses and �issertations, 4th edition (Chicego:
University of Chicago Press, 1973).

There is a copy of this manual' st the Reference

desk which you may consult for more complete inforoation.
�onsistency!

The nost important rule is

Whatever sty1e you adopt, you must use it throughout the paper.

FOOTflOTES
Footnotes shou1d be arranged in numerical. order either at the :foot of the page or
at the end of the paper.

If' they are at the foot of the po.ge all footnotes which appear

on that page must refer to text on that pege.

The first time a work is cited you sbou1d

gi:ve complete information in proper sequence.
.

Thereafter a shortened form may b e

used.

Shortened 'form includes the author' s last name, the title of the work and page m.J::lber-Colin, Elements of Genetics, p.

9-1.

For a first entry the following information is needed.

For a book
1..

Uru:ie of author or authors

2.

Title of book

:S.

name of editor, ca:ipiler or translator

4.

Jrumber or name of edition, ii' other than first

s.

Facts of publication (place, publisher, date)

6.

Volume nu.nber, if any

7.

Page n\l!!l
bcr of sped.fie citation

For an article in a neriodical
1..

Name of author or authors

2.

Title of article

3.

Na:ne of periodical

4.

Volume number, if any

s.

Date of volume of issue

6.

Page nur.iber
Examples of Footnotes

BOOKS

p.

lEdward Cecil Colin, Ele:nents of' Genetics , 2d ed.

(New York:

McGraw Hill,

1$S6 ),

�.
2 Ibid. , p.

39- ( second reference to the same work)

PERIODICALS
lPcter CUrran, "Two Stories," English

Lano
""Uegc

Teachi.J;)g Journal :50 (October

1975 ) :

Periodicals of general interest (those not considered scholarly journal.s) are

73.

80

.

.

.

identified by date al.one.

The date takes the pl.ace of the volu;ne nuober and is not

encl.osed in parentheses.
lsamuel c. Florman, "Another Utopia Gone ," Harper, August

1976 ,

p. 30.

ENCYCLOPSDIAS
S�ned:
lEnc
yclopedia Americana,

Quincy Wri{;ht.

1976

ed. , s. v.

"Disamament," by

1976

ed. , s. v.

"Dio:nede Islands. "

Uns�ned:
lEncyclo
;>edia A.l:lericana,

In citing enc::rcJ.opedias the title of the articl.e preceded by

"under the work" ) is used rather than volU?:1e and pe.ge DUI:lbers.
works which are alphabeticall,y arranged.

"s. v."

(sub Yerbo,

This f'on:i is used with

lIBWSPAPERS

lchicaeo Tribu."'le, 8 Hovember

1975.

MICROFORM RF.PRODUC'.i'!O�l'S
lJack L. Daniel, A Concc�ua1 Pra::ie-.1or�t for Acade=ic Rcs':10�ses to Social
ERIC Docu::ient Reproduction Service, ED 102 867, 1974),
Issues (Bethesda, :.:d. :
p. 3.
YEARBOOKS
lu. S. , Department of Agriculture, Yearbook of Ar,ricul.ture,
ington, D. C. :
Govern::icnt Pri.n'!":ing Office, 1976), p. 312.

1976

(Wash

BIBLl(X;RAfHIES
The bibliography is a list of the works cited in the footnotes and a:ny other relevant sources used by the author.

It is somet:ir.:es divided into sections, altho::gh this

is not necessary if the bibliography is
sort of order.

a

short one.

E:ltries shoul.d be arrangeC. in some

The roost comrno:ily used schen:.e is an al.phabetical. arrangement by the last

name of the author.

Although the infomation incl.uded is r.iuch the same, there are some

differences in fore. between footnotes and bibliographies.

The author ' s

reverse order in a bibliogra�y, and page nur.ibers are not used.
for a bibliography are given on the next page.

name

is given in

Soi;ie ex.az:iples of entries

BOOKS

Colin, Edward Cecil. Elements of Genetics.
HcGraw Hill., 1956.

2d ed.

New

York:

PERIODICALS
Schol.D..rly:
Peter. "Two Stories." Engl.ish Iangue.ge Teaching Journal
(October 1975 ) : 72 -75.

Curian,

30

General. Interest:
Flonnan, Sru:ruel C. "Another Utopia Gone. " Ha.roer, August 1976 ,

pp.

29-32.

ENCYCLOPEDIAS
Signed:
Encycl.opedia Americane.

1970 ed. s. v. "Disarmament. " by Quincy Wright.

Unsigned:
Encyclonedia A."Jerica.no..

1976 ed. s. v. "Dia:iede Islands."

l?EWS PA:reRS
Chico.go Tribune.

8 November 1975.

MICROFORM RE:H\ODUCTiml3
Daniel, Jack

L. A

Con:::emual Frru::im.tork :for Acade!!lic Hesoo?'...s e s to Social
Md. : ERIC Doc1r.lcnt Reprod'.lction Service,

Bethesd:l,
Jcsucc.
ED lOc 087, 1974.

YEARBOOKS

U.S. Depart.":lent of Agriculture.
ington, D. c. :

Yearbook of N;ric>.llture, 197G. Wash
Government Printing Office, i9·10.
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EXERCISE
Use the information given below to ccr:ipile a short bibliography.

citations in sin�le listing order {all alphabetical in one listing).

Arrange the
Refer to the

examples for the correct fort't for each type of entry.
l.

In 1969 Columbia University Press in New York publisher! a book by Sigurd

Grava entitled Urban planning as�cts of water pollution c::r:1trol.

2.
3.

Cities end geology was published in New York by McCraw-!Ull in 1973.

It was

written by Robert Ferguson Legget.

Stephen Skjei p;.iblished en article in the March, 1976 ,

issue, volume ll,

of

Urban Affairs Quarterly entitled Urban problems and the theoretical justifi··
cation <>f urban plannine.
The article was on pp. 323-44.
4.

A magazine article by Charles H.

222, pp.

Trout appeared in Notion, W1y 8,

561-4.
Apathy, �ollution and crime:
wa:; the title of the article.

5.

The coverr.r.icnt printina office in Washington D.C.
Statistical Yeorbook of

the

1972.

S.

A sii.;ned article by Guy H.

Encyclopedia Ai:.c�ic'lna

u. s.

1976 ,

\"Ol.

America' s 10n£ urban tu..
...::oi:

publishcu the �971 EUD

Office of J!ousinc c.nd Uroan D<:..VL·lo::�:ent

Fox may be found in the 1976 edition of th�

;,i:1der th� words r:;unicipal

i;overr.reent.

i.n
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EXERCISE
Using the information in the previous exercise, write the following citations

as footr.otes.

Leave them in the order given below, but rewrite th�m in correct fonr.

for the different types of citations.

1.

The book by Robert F.

Z.

A reference to the article by Chorles H.

3.

A reference to the book by Sigurd Grava , page

4.

A second reference to the book by Grava, page 123.

5.

A second reference to the book by Legget, page 62,

6.

A third reference to the book by Legget, page

7.

A

8.

A reference to the article by Stephen Skjei, paGe 333.

Legget, page 44.
Trout, page

563.

99.

79,

referen�e to the article in the Encyclope:lia Ai:lericana.
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